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4 HARGIS AND
CALLAHAN
TELL THE SAME STORY
CONVERSATION
wrrti-TOld--WitfTE:
SAID TOM WHITE WAS
NOT IN HARGIS' STORE




• Saw Attorney Fall, But Had Never
Discussed Any Plots With Any-
one and Was At Outs
with Jett. ..
Beattyville, Ky., July 4•13.-oJita
/largo was called by the defense
this morning and contradicted Noble
in regard to converiastUppeen
Tun White and C i tow
minutes after the shooting. ' Iktelbie
had testified that White sliseid.pritat
Callahan and Hargis wt* rot* to
do about that money.
Hargis said 'tom 1Alkite was not
In his store the day of the sIlojtin i,„
after the shots had bean tired.
Ed Callahan tool; toe stand after
Hargis was excused. He was asked
practically the same questions pro-
pounded to Hargis and made the
same answers and denials. Witness
described his movements on day of
shooting, awl while he saw Marcum
fall, he did not know who had fired
he shots. He said he had no in-
itnation that 'Marcum was te be
killed and had never discussed any
plots with anyone to kill him. Cal-
lahan said he was not on friendly
terms with Curt Jett at time of
shouting and denied that he had
given to Jett the pistol with which
Marcum was killed. Said he had a
difficulty with Jett a few days befor.:
Marcum was killed and sent him a
check for services performed is
deputy sheriff. On cross examination,
Callahan said Jett had been cUs-
charged a year before he was paid
Ito bis services. Witness said lie
SiliFeheck by Jesse Spicer, but at
11611 shown ou cross examination that
Spice r and Jett were both away from






Next Week the Legislative Boards
Will Provide for Fifteen Extra
Men for Aug. &
Sx extra policemen will be put 011
today by Chief Collins of the police
fame, io order to tyroperly .handle the
crov.nde and keep all croolas spotted
Mile the John Robinison circus 14
in the city. Yesterday the chairmen
of the police committee, of the leg•
I 'IC • a
if he desired he could go stead and
put on the six extra patrolmen, and
the authoritiesi would allow the money
to pay for these services during the
meeting of the legiolative boards next
weeld
On circus day there arc thousands
of people lining the pubte thorough-
fares, while many get drunk, crooks
arrive MI droves following the show,
and it takes an augmented force to
keep them under proper survellance.
Another extra allowance will be
made the. police force for August 8,
at which time thousands of negroes
will he here on the excursions, partic;-
patina; in the celebration. One legis-
lative officer yeriterday said that nest
socelo he woulkl recommend to the
boards that fifteen, additional patrol-
men be allowed for that day, as it
woUld take fully that marry to keep
all die ro1vgs under chose watch.
che Georgia Lee gets to Cincinnati
Tuesday and leaves there Wednesday
on her return this way.
REGIST
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officers of the Standard Oil company
are to be put on the gridiron when
the grand jury resumes its investiga-
tions Monday. The inquiry is to be
transferred, temporarily at least, front
the railroads to the combine which
they are charged with favoring il-
legally.
The principal witnesees will be M.
G. Vilas, treasurer of the Standee('
Oil company of Ohio and Edgar
Bogardus, the Chicago chief. Three
other officers of the company also
have been subpoenaed, or will be to-
morrow if they can tie found. Vir
gil J. Kline, attorney for the com-
bine, stated that Mr. Vilas would be
on hand Monday,andintimations were
strong that hereafter Standard Oil
men would abandon the sport of
dodging subpoenas issued in the
name of the national government.
Standard Plea "Not Guilty."
Toledo. Ohio, July 13.—Today be-
ing the seventh day after the issuing
or the warrant and summons for the
Standard Oil company and John D.
Rock:feller, who are charged with
violating the anti-trust law in Han-
cock county, Sheriff E. L. Groves of
Findlay made his return of the sum -
irons. In his return Sheriff Groves
says that he served a copy of the
summons and a copy of the informa-
tion on J. M. Romertson secretary of
the Standard Oil company, person-
a!ly. failing to find any other officers
in the country. According to the re-
vised statutes, section 7,231, upon
failure of a corporation to answer to
the indictment by motion, demurrer
or pleas, and upon its failure to make
such answer the clerk shall enter a
plea of not guilty, and upon such ap-
pearance being made, or plea entered,
the corporation shall be deemed
thenceforth continuously present in
court until the case is finally dis-
posed of. The Standard Oil com-
pany made no plea by person or
counsel, as required by the statute,




MAYOR DOES NOT WANT TO
CALL BOARD UNTIL ALL
ARE HERE.
Member R. G. Caldwell Is At Glas-
gow, Ky.. and Mayor Will Ascer-
tain When He Will Return.
A number of city property owners
twice protests in hands of the city
officials, claiming that their property
IA assessed entirely too high for
municipal tax purposes, and they
want reductions. The board of sup-
ervisors is the only body that can
make the decreases, if deserving. Mr.
R. G. Caldwell, a member of the
board, is now sojourning at Glas-
gow, Ky., 3nd yesterday Mayor
Yeiser said he would write that gen-
tlemen today to find out when he
would return home, as the mayor
does not want to call the board to-
gether without the other being here.
,
sank until claimed by death.
The deceased was one of the most
eminent and best known physicians
in this part of the state. He was
born March 8th, 1829 in Stewart
county, Tenn., and was the son of
Mr. William H., and Mary Gatlin
Coleman. His fat,her was a North
Csrolinan who came West in 1816
and died in Stewart county during
also. Dr. Coleman was the only
child and his early days were spent
upon the plantation. After becoming
of age he was variously engaged in
steamboating, clerking and farming
until 1855, when he began the study
of medicine, removing soon there-
after to Henry county, Tenn., where
his preparatory studies were com-
pleted. He then entered the univer-
aity at Nashville, and graduated with
high- honors from the medical depart-
ment in t862. He then accepted a
position in the Confederate hospital
service, but was taken prisoner in
the fall of the same year at Fort
Heiman, and afterwards paroled. Re-
turning to Henry county, Tenn., he
resumed the practice of medicine un-
til 1872 when he removed to Murray,
Ky., and resided for many years,
going in 1887 to Princeton where he
has ever since made his home.
November 7th, 1856 he was mar-
ried to Miss Fannie A. Williams of
Henr count sad u result
o t e union there was born three
sons and two daughters. One son is
Dr. J. Robert Coleman of West
Jefferson street this city, another
for a long time, and if 'hi cannot
return for some weeks yet, 'it is
probable that he will resign his
position as supervisor so the mayor
can select some other, then call
together the body to consider the
requests for relief from alleged over-
assessment. The mallor had intended
assembling the body sometime next
week, hut the absence of Member
Caldwell prevents this.
HID UNDER THE BED
Women Found Negro There and He
Was Lynched.
Swainsboro, Ga., July 13.—About
too armed men took Ed Pearson, a
negro from Deputy Sheriff Fields
hear here early this morning, carried
him to the Canoochan swamp and
lynched him. The night before Pear-
son was found by Misses Maude and
Ida Durden hiding under their bed.
The negro escaped. He was later
captured by the deputy and identi-
fied.
Hon. James Coleman, the Murray
lawyer, while Mrs. Dr. Van Stilley of
lienton,4s a daughter.
Dr. Coleman stood high not only
nine.% g 11; nrnfPC•ill. 1111 h,ø sr.., a
social and business standpoint, being
a polished gentleman of integrity, an
POSITION AS SCIENCE TEACHER
HAS OFFERS AT OTHER POINTS AND WILL LOCATE ELSE-
;.;71-1.1R SERVING IN THE PADUCAR SCHOOL
FOR ONE TERM—THE PADUCAH SHOOLS GET SOME-
THING LIKE $2o,000 THIS YEAR FROM THE STATE EDU-
CATIONAL FUND.
Prof. C. L. Woodbury, teacher of
science in the Paducah High schools,
has tendered his resignation of the
position in order to locate elsewhere,
having several positions in view.
Prof. Woodbury taught in the locel
schools for the first time last year
and proved himself to be a thorough
student, well versed in science. Since
the schools closed last month, he
has been in Chicago taking the slim-
mer normal course at the University
of Chicago. He returned • here the
first of this week to straighten up
some of his business,, and informed
Secretary Pitcher of the school board
that he intended resigning his posi-
tion in order to take a place else.
where. The resignation will be in at
the August meeting of the board of
education, for acceptance, after which
time his successor will be chosen.
The professor has left on his re-
turn to Chicago to resume his nor-
mal studies.
State School Fuad.
Prof. James Fuqua, superintendent
of pdblic instruction, has cent no-
tices out fsom his headquarters at
Frankfort, stating that for the
coming scholastic year the city and
county schools of Kentucky will get
$3.30 out of the state school fund for
every inhabitant of schobling age,
which is between 6 and 21 years.
I This is the largest sum ever at
lowed the school fund, and means
that the city schools of Paducah will
get $20,941.8o, as the census enum-
eration taken last April shows there
are 6,346 children in this city be-
tween the age of 6 and 21 years. The
local scliools du not generally get the
first allowance of the apportioned
part from the state fund until some-
time late ia the fall, as the sum for
the first six months from municipal
taxes is 'sufficient to defray the edu
cational expenses for some months
alter the schools open the setiond
Monday in September.
Secretary Pitcher, of the school
board, yesterday stated this allow-
ance by the state is several thoue-
and dollars more than last year, and
it comes in quite handy. The board
HOW owes $19,000, but can take this
tte with their part of the city's first
half year's taxes, and then have
some thousands left. Out of this
state found it is believed enough can
be secured to build a small .4rame
house on the Faxon addition block
sf ground the educational system
owns on North Twelfth street. That
will relieve the condition of things
up that way, as now the children
lave to walk one and two miles to
get to the next nearest school.
DR. ROBERT S. COLEMAN EXPIRED YESTERDAY
AT PRINCETON, KY., OF STROKE OF APOPLEXY
Deep regret was caused in this
city yesterday by many to learn that
at 11:30 o'clock in the morning Dr.
Robert S. Coleman died at his resi-
dence in Princeton, Ky., of apoplexy,
which attacked him Thursday night.
From the outset it was seen his con • honor to any community, and one
dition was critical and he rapidly 'dearly beloved by everybody. He
often visited in this city, where he
was ever wekomed with a warm
cordialty by all, as his advanced
age did not in any manner detract
f:om his magnetic personality, and
entertaining characteristics.
He was a member of the first
board of state examiners for the
First congressional district of Ken-
tucky and served upon the Calloway
county board of health from the time
it was organised until he moved to
Princeton, with exception of two
years; was a member and chairman
of the first medical society for Callo-
way county, and before death was
president of the similar association
tor Caldwell county. He was also an
active and honored member of the
Southwe,stern Medical society, and
the Kentucky State Medical organ-
ization.
Dr. Coleman was an affiliate of the
Paducah commandery of Knights
Templar, and today at noon a dele-
gation, headed by Commander W. J.
fills, leaves for Princeton to attend
the funeral services which occur this
afternoon at aoo o'clock. About ten
sorrowing brethren go up, and return
tins evening at 6 o'clock:.
Attorney James Coleman, one son,
am rived here last evening from Mur-
ray, and left this morning at 148
o'clock for I'rinceton. Dr. J. Robert
,CUIPtuau. rif.thA itrY, VO4$111 t..Ch;eog- -
several days ago, but returns this
morning and proceeds to the home
of his late father to attend the fun-
eral.
EAST TENNESSEE COMPANY TAKES DRASTIC ACTION
IN FIGHT WITH CITY OF HARRODSBURG
Harrodsburg, July is —Masor C.
D. Thompson has just been notified
by Manager Hall, of the East Ten-
nessee Telephone, Company, that all
Harrodsburg and Mercer county
telephones will be cut out o service
at once. Mayor Thompson slso re•
ceived a letter from General ! uperin-
tendent Caldwell, embodyini the
same notice and information .%
Mayor Thompson asked for SUS-
pension of the execution of t er
dor thirty-six hours, in order that
might call a mass-meeting of the ci
zens. The stay was granted and th
meeting will be held at the court
house tomorrow afternoon at 3:30
o'clock. The Democrat 'has issued an
extra giving the news, and the town
is in a hum of excitement.., Groups
ef men stand about the streets dis-
' cussing the situation and the best
course to be pursued. The order oi
the cempany is indignantly denoun-
ced, and almost without exception
the people "stand pat" and express
their determination to let the tele-
phones go. It is even proposed, and
may be done before the meeting, to
have every Main street business man
sign paper ordering their tele-
phonei taken out instantly. Ninety
c
VOL 23, NO. 62
CHICAGO & ALTON
OFFICIALS FINED fli,RROW ESCAPE
$60,000; REBATING!
Chicago, Ill., July 13. Jus'ese Land-




president, and Frederick A. Wants,
former freight agent, an aggregate of
$6o,000 yesterday for )(elating the
Elkins act by giving rebates to ship-
pers—the iScinvarzschild & Sulzberger
Reeking Co. .
Otscige Landis declared that he saw
no externra.ting circumstances in the
company was fined' 
$20,000Thoen eracilhwaoyigranting of rebates.
two counts, making $4o,000„ the lim-
n under the law and Warm and Fait-
horn were fined each $5,000 on each
of two counts apiece, or half the
miximuna
Tlhese fines are of the same nature
aa &Ow assessed against the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, and two offici-
als on sinnilar charges some time ago
by Judge Bethea.
Attorney R. 'Aft Shaw, for the rail-
way company, asked for a bit of ex-
orptions in order the case may be
appealed% The government was rep-
resented by Assistant United States




Macon, Mo., july 13.—The follow-
ing official warning published in the
church Herald of today for the guid-
ance of those attending the Feast of
the Tabernacle at College Mound.
Macon county, August 2 to la.
"Please do not let any young
ladies come to the camp with arms
aid necks exposed by thin sleeves
and waists. It seems immodest and
unbecoming—enough 'to wear such
oarments at borne, where no one sees
sou but your father and brothers."
Jewelry of all sorts has long since
been barred by the holiness people
but this is their first proclamation
against "peek-a-boo" shirt waists and
arm exposure.
(Continned on Pare Five-)
ICE OFFICIALS
ARE INDICTED




Conspiracy to Increase the Price
Ice and Restrain Trade and
Commerce—Details of Vio-
lations of the Law.
of
Washington, July 13.---The grand
jury of the District of Columbia to-
day returned indictments- against the
American Compnny and the Chapin -
Sacks Ice Company and their local
officers on the charge of entering
into a conspiracy to increase the
price of ice. At the request of Dis-
trict Attorney Baker, Judge Wright
immediately issued warrants for the
arrest of the indicted officials .
In addition to the two companies
named indictments were returned
against Samuel A. Kimberley, local
manager and agent, and George
Hoover, superintendent of routes of
the American Ice Company, and Ar-
thur A. Chapin, president, and Smil-
ey! C. Redmon, secretary-treasurer of
the Chapin-Sacks Company. The
proceeding is under the Sherman
anti-trust law. and the indictments
charge '"a combination and conspir-
acy in restraint of trade and com-
merce."
The American Ice Company and
the Chapin-Sacks Company tranact
shout 75 per cent .of the ice 
business in the District of Columbia, and
while these two companies were for-
merely competitot s, it is charged
ttat on the moth of April last they
entered into a combination agreeing
tot to sell to dealers who should sell
ice at wholesale Jor less than 25
cents per hundred pounds, or at re-
tail for lens than aci cents per 'hun-
dred.
This combination is alleged to have
had the effect of destroying compe-
otion, not only between the two prin-
'cipa? companies, but also among the
smaller dealers.
Later in the day the indicted men
gave bond in the sum of $2,500 each











Mrs. William Hughes Taken to Near
Chicago on Account of Bad
Health—Mr. Katterjohn Can-
-hot Be Moved Yet. ,
The engine was bearing down on
them, land came near crashing into
their buggy, hut with great prtsence
of mind Dr. Dudley whirled the horse
around and held t tight between the
two tracks. The animal being very
gent'', it stood iwthout becoming ex-
cited and let the iron monster go
bowling by without die' oc-
cupants getting hurt. Just as it
sed the flagman threw up the grs
and let the two men out of the trap.
from whence they passed breathing a
sight of relief. It was indeed a nar-
row escape for then, and had not
the widhh 'between tracks been !.o
great another disaster would have °c-
ooled
Resting Very Well.
Mrs. Blanche Thom/oval continues
resting well at the residence of her
father-in-law, Mr. Robert Thompson
on West Broadway, and the doctors
do not believe she v.as injured in-
ternally. A further examination de-
velops the fact that her collet bone
is 'broken, and chest caved In against
the burros. Er sootier, Mrs. L.
Thomas is rapidly recover rig front
her severe bruises and will be up in
a few days.
They were both injured by the I.
C. train striking them Thursday ern-w-
ing at the Tennessee street iussior
Lady Taken Away.
Mir. William 'Hughes has left for
near Chicago with his wife, whose
he-2RO is very bad and on the decline.
She was taken to the depot here in
the ambulance, her condition being
very wealn They left Thursday night
and Mrs. Hughes will be placed under
care of specialiots until she has re-
covered.
Healing Slowly.
The intision made into the stomach
of Mk. George Katterjohn is not heal-
ing as fast as poseible, therefore. he
will not be moved from Riverside
hospital to his home until sometime
next week, and possibly not then.
The physic al), want it to heal thor-
oughly before he is moved.
CHARGES THAT
LIQUOR IS SOLD
TWO WARRANTS TAKEN OUT
YESTERDAY AGAINST W.
STANDFORD.
Yesterday morning before jltatice
Emery, two warrants were taken eifiit
by County Attorney Atfoos assesiey
againsit Witham Standford, who con-
ducts the liquid stand just outside the
main onttrance to Wallace park in Ar-
cad.a. One warrant charges the pro-
pietor with selling liquor without a
state and county licenee, while the
other accuses him of maintaining a
noisanre, in shape of an e-stablistrment
where characters of a disorderly na-
ture congregate. Tlw jusitce has set
the teal for next Tuesday afternoon
at his office on Laval Row.
he county attorney procured affi-
dtaVte from several parites who claim
they have purchased whisky at the
esitablishrnent, which is supposed to
be a ".soft drink" Mince with no liquor
license necessary. It is also con-
tended that the "blade bottle" bever-
age the disposes of is intoxicating.
Foundation for the noise nee war-
rant comes in the complaint that-
Standiford poterats large crowds
congregate there anti produce trio:h
disorder. He fortneeTy rani a saroon
on South Third 'street here in the city.
The county attorney is investigat-




MILLS SOAKED Playful Elephant NearlyDrowns a Man at Boaz Sta on
TO $100 TUNE
JUDGE PURYEAR FINED
MILLS THAT AND ULL-
MAN $eca
Until Next Monday Was There Post-
poned the Warrants Charging
Wiley and Backer With
Selling Liquor.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Sherman Mills, the bartender.
was soaked to the tune of too and
DISCHARGES A TRUNK FULL OF WATER IN MAN'S F4E—
EARTHQUAKE SHOCK THROWS WILD ANIMALS Jim
PANIC—LYON CHEWS OFF KEEPER'S ARM—BIG SHOW
ARRIVES IN 
Morgantield, Ky., July Q.—Early
this morning as the train carrying
the John Robinson shows was pass-
ing Boaz ,ta.. "Queen," one of the
performing eiephanteepoked her trunk
out of the car in which she was con-
fined stoe about a barrel of water
out of the locomotive tender, and
nearly drowned Charles William-
son, a citizen of the place, who was
standing on the depot platform, by
Robinson and his tented glories are
always popular in Paducah and this
year 'give a show that is said to be
far and away better than anything
• ever presented in the history of the
great organization.
John Robinson's shows require Go
cars in four sections to' transport
them and are hauled by eight loco-
motives. The unloading was quickly
accomplished this morning, and peo-
ple living near the scene of activity
IN THE SCHOOL CITY,
Workings et a New Experiment in
the Self 13•vernment of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized in Boston by Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Pearsons, in Cens
tury. There were 700 ptapils, all girls
of the grammar grades. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mouaty and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rile as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
it with various provisions against die'
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable discre-
tion in the election of their ofiloers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
of twelve and a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
naeantotoehoe- to- beemapor—of Han
cock school, she said: "It means to
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct. They must be
clean and neat In their dress and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is a great task. Aren't you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear:
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Fine, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
and if that does no good I shall pus
lak them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
is put into the hands of the pupils
The teachers give instruction, and
advice when it is needed, and the tel-
eimate responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them-
selves, although there is an author
ity above them, just as a grown-ua
city governs itself, akheifigh the legit,
lature may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there is, more real self-gov-
ernment in these school cities than
in most of our ?gage cities. Fos
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at-home vote, no political ma-
chine or boss.
There is DO graft in the echo, I city,
no boodle on the council, no
standing" between the poi oa and
wrongdoers. The ten-year-old ludge
and the twelve-year-old mayor are ale-
nolutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while V-, mind
is plastic, open to the full farce of
considerations of right and justice and
-free from oommerelal moti.- es and
other influences that in later life so
often interfere with the deities of
citizenship. The love of liberty is
strengthened and ennobled by recog
union of the rights of others and the
necessity of mutual limitatione for the
public good. Respect for law and au
thority is developed. The sense 01
justice is strengthened and the judicial
attlttele of mind is cultivated.
The results have hoes' excellent in
every way. ooth conduct cad sehol-
arahlp are greatly improved. rlsobe
dience is pulled up by the rosts. Pub
tic sentiment ranges itself oe the side
of law when the puh:lo teakes the
law. A breach of order is no longer
regarded as a defiance of an alien gov
ernment, but as an Injury and an in
suit to tne community. Leen the
most disorderly schools have been r*
duced to good conduct by t:.e Justine
tion of the school city.
costs by Judge Ed II. Puryear for
the part he took in the general fight
at Fannie Wilson's house near the
union depot. Jesse Ullman was fine:I
$5o and costs for the part he took,
while the warrant charging the Wil-
son woman with running a disorderly
establishment, was continued until
next Monday.
The warrant charging Ellen Hayes
v.ith engagingg in a quarrel with
another was dismissed.
Will Hamilton was finest' $5 and
costs for being drunk and disorderly.
The warrant charging Alpha Wiley,
colored, with selling intoxicating
drinks without a license, was con-
tinued until next Monday. Until that
date there was also continued the
warrant charging John Backer, white,
with disposing of liquor without first
procuring the necessary license.
DRAINED THE 'HOTEL
OF WATER LEAVING BATH
TUB OCCUPANTS HIGH AND
DRY, AND FRIGHTENING
THEM.
Late yesterday afternoon there
canto to a stand still in the rear of
the Palmer House a big clephattt
with a man on its back. Both were
covered with diustt A bunch of ser-
vants were ordered, who with wire
brooms brudleed the elephant and hat
rider. The man's eyes were unearth-
ed; they were of the large, brown
type. His hat Vight4 found and thcr.
his pantaloons and lege. The ser-
vants kept sweeping himt awd finally
found a clever, broad, genial smile—a
smile that wins, that starts printing
presses. Hie was revealed, was rec-
ognized. It was Doc Waddell, in the
flesh. resurrected.
Said ht: "That wets a toligh trip.
I woe sore buried. Give the elephant
a de ok." The big pet was taken to
the feed pipe leading to the hotel.
I ' trunk was conmocteel with thejeening of the pipe. The suction was
on; it was powerful. The water sup-
ply was' totally cut off.
Cooks. ehambermaids. and guests—
all at 'the same time—reported "no
water" to the bead eilerk. Ten guests
were taking baths, and in a jiffy were
left "high anal dry" without a drop
of moisture. One drummer, a light-
weight, would have been drawn out
of h s tub down through the feed
pipe had the opening been large
, enough to take him out. He veiled
for help like a long distance spieler,
and left town last night with strained
vocal organs. He carsed Robinson's
circles, elephant 4. everyone of thern.
"Wadidy," the one that played the
trick, later in the evening gave a spe-
cial performance on, the -opera botrte
stage for a party of Waddell's friends
This morn/iv this elephant will be
in the circus parade. It will he the
seenrid in line, the first being "Bazil,"
over roo years, old, the mother of
"Joeutto."
Ashevjlle, N. C.,Annual Convention
remoterciel Law League of America.
Dates of sale July 25. 26, and 27th
ioo6 limit August 8th, roo6. By de-
positing ticket and paying fee of
fifty cents tickets can be extended
to September 30th, 19°6. Round trip
rate $15.25.
J. T. Donovan. Agent. City
Office 5ro' Brdatlway.
R. M. Prather, Agent 1Tmon
Depot.
The only way for a man to get rift
of the illusions about his first love is







WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY,. IS BETTER
HAYES
It took the combined efforts of sev-
eral men .and a doctor to revive the
man.
Not contented with this display of
her prowess as an "extinguisher," the
playful pachydern then turned her
attention to William Bluck, the for-
ward brakeman, and soaked him from
head to foot. Both men threaten
Robinson with suits for damages.
The earthquake shock that was felt
remainder of the night.
The large ten pole menagerie, the
six pole circus tent, the horse stables,
cook and dining tents, the side show
and San Francisco disaster, the lem-
onade and candy stand—ten acres of
canvas will be up at to a. in.
The street pageant at et a. en., will
be the most novel ever seen here. It
i3 the offering of Governor John F.
Robinson, sole owner, and cost him
•
U. S. Cavalrymen With Robinsbn's Shows Having Fun With a Politician.
You All Know Him Can You Guess His Name?
throughout Kentucky was also in evi-
dence here this morning to such an
extent that it -jarred one of the cars
off the track. The lions. tigers, and
elephants were thrown into a wild
panic. For a time it was feared thy.
they might break loose and escape.
For half an hour the animal men
strove to quiet the, inaddened beasts
and 'only succeeded by empipying the
most strentpins methods.
"Bud" Martin one. of the num
$3oo,000. No two wagons are alike,
and all are unlike those of other
shows. The chariots and tableaux
wagons are massive in gold and sit-
Sir embe:ishments.
The four bands in their swell wag-
1.ns will play to beat all bands. and :%
score or more of clowns will] make
g:ed the hearts ei the little men and
women that throng the sidewalks
iomig th.? line of parade.
A tribe of Indians, a company of
Prettiest Feet in the World. These "Understandings" or "Trilby's" Are
Property of Shapely Maidens in The Robinson Circus Spectacle—
"King Solomon, and Queen of Sheiea..' In the Bunch Is Foot of
Paducah Girl Miss Bonnie La Nier. Can You Pick It?
ber was attacked by a •ferocious lien,
which got one of his arms in ils
teeth and lacerated and chewed :t
in such a horrible manlier that it
had to be amputated. Mr. Robinson
has put the unfortunate man under
the care of the hest physicians and
surgeons ofthinable, and it is said
that when he recovers he vvill be giv-
en a life position with the circus.
Martin's home is in Cincinnati, 0.
Shows are Now Here.
The John Robinson shows—ten in
one—which are to give two exhibit-
ions its Paducah today, arrived in this
city at an early hour this morning,
and at once set about erecting tents
and preparing for the big circus fete. tents.
United States cavalrymen. 5o lady
trumpeters, strange people from for-
eign lands, elephants, camels, water
buffaloes, sacred cattle, trick mules,1
ponies, and a long line of other ps-
rade features, all new and novel,
make the Robinson street parade the
best pets.
With the Robinson
Methodist minister, the Rev. W. H.
Sheak. who lectures on wild beasts iit
ilie menagerie. Rev. Sheak will
preach on the circus lot this fore-
neon, and the public is invited to at
tend the novel service.
Doors open at i p. in. and 7 p. tre
Performances. 2 p. ni. And 8 p. m
Seating capacity, 20.000. Water proof
HENDERSON NEGRO LIVES NEARLY
TWO MONTHS WITH BULLET IN- HEART
circlus is a
death. Tne neart was swellen at the
lower portion and where the bullet
entered was almost _healed over. This
bullet went nearly through the heart
and was found near the lower surface
ty merely scraping with a knife. A
. 1Iarge crowd viewed the heart whieh
• Dr. Edwards preserved in alcohol.
Medical men all agree that this is
the most remarkable case knows to
the profeeeion."
A ROUGH INTRODUCTION
TO THE VICE PRESIDENT.
Danville. Ill., July 1,3.-1 he auto -
mobile bearing Vice-President Fair-lodred in the heart, but as the negro banks and party from this city toconfirmed to live he gave up this idea. Champaign, late Wednesday afterSeveral days ago he made a slight in- 'noon, crashed into a buggy driven bycision to allow the pus to pass out Joseph M. Dougharty, a prominentand the negro seemed to be getting 'democratic politician. Mr. Dougherty'teeter until Sunday, when he began was thrown out and painfully bruis-to sink and did not rally. The exam- led. When the injured man had re-ination showed that the bullet passed
between the third and fourth rib, 
 gained his feet the vice-president's
Jrarty alighted. Mr. Fairbanks ap-!trough the pleura, then cutting proached h:s victifis smiling and apol-through- the edge of the upper lobe ogizing.
of the left lung passing through the
rcricardian it entered the heart in
the upper left side in a diagonal di-
rection and lodged to the right of the
optic,. having passed through the main,
muscles of the heart and, according
SEVENTY AND BROADWAY to the physicians. would. in nertrIy
It EL. cYt. Ty case, have produced instant
Nathaniel Jackson, a Henderson,
negro who was shot May 18, died in
the hospital Wednesday, the autopsy
revealing that he had lived for nearly
two months with a bullet in 11;s
heart.
The Henderson Journal, in an ac-
couter of the affair, says:
"The examination revealed one of
tit most remarkable cases known to
medical science; the negro had lived
two months lacking two days, with
a bullet in his heart. The bullet en-
tered just above thc left nipple and
ranged downward and Dr. Edwards
said that he thought at first it was
After an exchange of greetings tie+
vice-president resumed his jourw y,
Mr. Dougherty's hurts are not teri-
nus.
Love is, mo,e or :cis, continuous
vaudeville; too often matrimony





Winter In the mountain; is severs
in its restrictions. Sledging and travel
ever the snow-banked trail] are lim-
ited to bare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are keot open by
shoveling and packing thee] down
When the runners sing intermittent
ly in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around ble overcoat.
and flopping his arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when the heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming meals a bat
tie and a venture with alwsuddeo
termination hanging just above
Thousands of tons of snow up the
mountain si.i.a hang en a tillage,
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cone
and in slimmer many a barren sloe.
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win
tar's night. Floundering, swearine
and persevering opens the trail—a lit
tie ruffed thread of white from up
above, bat a bard day's work for a
man.--Qtaing.
Curious English Almshonee.
The most cgrious almshouse in
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies live
actually In the church, which is a fine
old building dating from 1680. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almsbouses exist
The old ladies have two neat little
vrooms each down the sides of the
main plural, with windows looking
out ci the garden. They have each a
tupply, a kitchen range, water
s. At one end of the church
e chapel, where daily services are
. The choir stalls are beautifully
ed old oak, the original eeats that
monks used. The church stands






"This list is se) fearfeley
complained tie plicant "Do you
think we c,oulo A enough breath in
It to live on?"
"0, yesi" said the agent. "It is
sjeoroughly provided with compressed
flideseepetrolt Free Press.
prt,rsar 13 ALL IT WILL CCST Yltei  h for our b4 FRIA DICICI.J.: catalogueJaw •• to the most ceepleteline ct heittinuteIii' 5155. 71.11tEm anti t Li KJ LA at VA irva111ELOW any other J...411141.0 urer or (leader in the w.iJ.it a., /yea
00 NOT eruA BICTOLC-* "".
or on ay. 1• ef term, until you have received our complete l'emi (OWImmo, it.ti :wing and eicortbing every kiwi of h4b-gi site logr-graall
":.11..aerus and latest riodels, mad learn or IM4f remarkable 1,.0111
i .1 eundertut new offers made pewee/ by selling from facie*
rtal4 r IS tv, rik!,:tennen.• proem
WE SlorP ON APPROVAL mitheed • cent tkomif, Pa. thie Preeetie Ileaallow 10 Days Free Triad and make other liberal te•-- • v hiel• Maidhouse in the world will do. You will learn everythlog 4 get U. oi•dliVSable informatios by sikplj,:triting us • postal.
We need • "op in every town and can oMffer o; eortustiteto make money to toltab young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° " LI°
Re Prim, $
.80 ;sr vitt. .80 
$a . 8 0ewe iwoifirol direglea
Mile, TAM 
...........- •- .41;14 —II I;Trani
- ,. • kA.
You a oil GLASS
Palle foe Orriflit VITI
(CAIN WITH ORDER $4.1111)
NO MORE TROVIKE FROM PUNCTURE!.
Result of 15 years experience in time
making. No danger from THORNS, 
G 
CAC-
TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or LASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vukaniaed like any other tire.
Twe Hundred Thousand pairs ,,ow la actual um Over







"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
0.4.1b•••••
Underwood Typewriter C
air BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Mattil Efingera Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
1O S. TEUID SIFEFT; PADUCAH, KY
•
Wertiotillato ttdek rubber trial
"A" sad punster* striper
sad "D." also elm strip •,11'•
I. aewireat rila euttlrog. This
U.. will cratiagt any oaken
amako-00FT. ZLASTIO alma
HAS! ILIDLNO. 11 •
w tkPfrispeciinar°quality rubfilltr, wHirh never heroine. porous and which closes up small puncture.
No Rade in all sires. ft is Drell, and early tiding, very durable and lined WWI
without allowing the sir to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have slily been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They.weigh no more titan
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several Myers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That -Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent -Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being ,
squeezed out between the tire arid the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular prier of theaei
tarsi. saw per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only BOO per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. ma approval.
You do sot pay a mod Gatti you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
__We will allow • *mob dhoosaut of 5 per oeut (thereby making the price 84.85 per pair) If you send
mutt CASH WITH ORDER mad enclose this advertisement. we will alse send co. nickel
plated brass hand pump and ttro Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid order. t)ue,. meted
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy swims). Tim to be iriurnid l
at (nun expense if for any reason they are Dot satisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly rcliat le and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your ere-neon/al
Banker. Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this loaner about us. If you orrl,r a 1.1..r
them tires, you will find -that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and loolf
Inoethan any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We Jtriow that you so well
ttozikea you want • bieyele you 
will give us your order. We want you to send us a smite trial
once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
ham-alp-wheels, saddle., pedals, _parts and repatiast00AS1ER-IIR4JICES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half th
Sektil red
by 
della" andhur aW;itmeel aWporisetal today. DO NOT TH1.e.011P ROVING
for our big SONDRT catsl
DO OT WAIT bicycle or • pair of Dreg from anyone until you know the new aell
wonderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Writs it MOW. ,









for Sick and Injured Only.
no SOUTH T HIRD STREET,
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHOILE Ogg.



















4 'VESTRY OF GRACE EPISCOPAL
•
• CHURCH HELD SESSION

































Committee Selected to Draft Resolu-
tions Upon Death of Member
Ed P Noble, whose Suc-





Rev. IA H. Cunningham Of the
Stcond Bantist church is still near
Mayfield helping in the protracted
inteting, where he has been for sev-
eral weeks. Sunday services will be.
held as the 'church here tomorrow,
but no preaching announcements are
made.
Grace Eplectipal.
Only Sunday school warship will
be conducted tomorrow morning at
Grace Epicopal church.
North Twelfth Baptist.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon




day school services will be held at
the regular hour in the morning.
Sunday school is held tomorrow
afternoon at the Tennessee street
mission.
Third street Misdiodist.
Rev. Peter Yields of the Third 
street Methodist church will be is
morning arid
Trimble Street Methodist.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong of the
Trimble street Methodist church is
out of the city on a two weeks vaca-
t Ncrth Twelfth street B 
. Don, therefore no preaching will hefic aptist
held at his church tomorrow morn-
ing. The Sunday school services oc-
cur at the "usual hour. At the even-
ing hour Rev. A. L. Hunsacker of
California will preach to this con-
_
Mechanicsburg Christian.
Sunday school services will be he.,1
at the Mechanicsburg Christian
310 THE PADUCAH BAR ASSO-
CI ATI ON.
We, your conunttee, respectfully
report the folkoving resolutions to-
wn:
Be it resolved by the members of
the bar. and the officials of McCraclo-
-en county, that %oci 'have heard of the
death of. Judge D. L. Sanders with
profound sorrow, anti sadly realit.e
that in his demise the bar has been
deprived of one of its need disiin •
guitheci and worthy iniciti>tirsFaud the
city, wh.ch had SO long atel signally
honored him, has lost one of its most
vigilant, conservative, .1 rust worthy
and fearless officials. whose place up-
on the bench it will be difficult to sup-
ply, and that swim). at large has sue.
tained an irreparable los,s to its cit-
izenship. Whether upon the bench'
prosiding as a court, oe at the bar as
an attorney or comenivling with his
friends upon the streets. his deport-
ment was ever gentle end laind to-
wards all with whom lie caiue in con-
tact. •
Second: That we tender to the rela-
tives and members of the bereavod
family of. our departed brother our
ileepest and truest sympathy, and ask
that a oopy of the proceedings of
this meeting be presented to litis
firmly as a mark of our frier ship and
esteem.
Third - That these revolut Ione be
presented to the judges of the Me-
Crscicen circuit. and, county courts
and to die Paducah police court with
the request that they be spread upon
the records of their respective courts
on pages eet apart and dedicated to
dint purpose, and that they be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Register.









Thursday afternoon the vestry for
Grace Eptecopal church 'held a called
meeting at the off cc of Mr. Museoe
Burnett of South Fourth street, and
took appropriate action upon the
death of Mr. Edmund! P. Noble, a
member of the vestry during life.
'Resolutions were adopted, subject to
drafting by the appointed committee.
while short "perches were made, pay-
jog reepective mention to tbe well
latawn deceased.
As this church has been closed for
the warm months the eiveceissor to
Ur. Noble on the hoard will not he
named until sometime the ccmting
afternoon. Communion at it a. m.
First Christian.
Sunday school and communion to-
morroyv morning at the First Chris-
tian church. No preaching morning
or evening.
German Evangelical.
"Gain and Loss" will be preached
on tomorrow morning by Rev. Wil-
liam Bourquin at the German Evan-
glical church, while "Water Teo







Rev. Thomas J. Newell, pastor of
Broadway Methodist church, has re-
turned from visiting the Jackson and
Paris district conferences, where ht
spoke on Christian Education.
The Rev. A. L. Hunikaker of Cali-
fornia will preach af to:45 a. m. to-
morrow at the Broadway Methodist
church while the pastor preaches at
night at 8 o'clock.
FIRST BAPTIST.
"Is Life Worth Living?" will be the
Presbyterian. ttherne tomorrow morning by Rev
Calvin Thsmpson at the First 11:uptissRev. Eshman will return today
Tenn., where he ac- church. while at the evening hour he
wife and child the first speaks on "Why lie Wori Caliod Jet-
He will fill his pulpit 11P."
'''morrow morning and evening at
ii Cumberland Presbyterian church.
Tenth Street Christian.
Sunday school worship and com
munion will he conducted at the
Tenth street Christian church to-
morrow at the regular hours. No
preaching on account of Rev. Bass
bting out of the city.
First Presb
Rev. W. E. Cave,
Presbyterian church







will not be any preaching at his
church tomorrow. Sunday school
s.srvices occur at the regular time.
German Lutheran.
German services will be held to-
iri.rrow morning by Rev. A. C.
Eton of the German Lutheran church
on South Fourth street. At the
evening hour he preaches in the
German Lutheran church on South
Fourth street. At the evening hour
hc preaches in the English language.
Mechanicsburg Methodist.
There will be Sliday school ser-
v'ces tomorrow morning at 9:15
o'clock at the Mechanicsifurg Metho-
dist church. The Epworth League
will be tomorrow night at 7 o'clock,
lead by Mrs. J. Blackburn. Preach-
ing by the pastor, Rev. J. W. Gan-
erell, at re o'clock in the morning
and 8 o'clock at night.
Methodist Misaions,
Rev. T. J. Owen goes to Church
Grove. near Benton, today to start a
protracted meeting that will be con-
tinued for several weeks. Rev. Mil-
burn will preach tomorrow morning
at the Methodist mission church on
West Tennessee street, while Rev.
McCamey preaches at the evening
hour. Rev. Davis preaches both
morning and evening at the Metho-
dist chapel in Littleville, where Sun.
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot
ture at the present time, and these
at present. Come one come 311
at., produced by the only talking
of the world. The Victor and ill
from St° to $roo put within the
wealthy. Remotrnber that these
•
weather and sleeping is a tor-
beautiful moonlights we have
and hear his music at 6o6 S. 4th.
machine, not only of U. S. but
e Zonophone talking machines
reach of the poor as well as the
machines are the
Machine of the World
Remembpr my records for sale are Sin. 35c, to in. 6oc. 13 is.$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $1.00, $2.00, $3.00,$4-00. $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from AddalenaPatti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourlete and Gaxorz anda great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play anypiece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect Wedon't sell second hand machines or records. Every machine isguaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't givediscounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock ofneeded* and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.We will talse pleaeure in explaining the mechanism of your Zoe°.
phone.. I have soo new and latest music from ragtime to themost celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
from 7 p. tn. to to p. m.. No pieces played twioe and we playfrom 75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can hewthe Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records. •
I remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't yon




The people of Paducah who have
been slapping at and brushing away
numerous bugs of divers species can
take comfort from the fact that other
cities were even more afflicted, ac-
cording to a recent dispatch from
Toledo, Ohio, wthric.h states,:
"Street car motormen are greatly
worried by the June bugs now in-
tading the city. It is difficult to con-
trol the car and one rear end collis-
ion has been caused within the week
by the heavy fall of the bugs on the
tracks. A car on tthe Cherry, Ftreet
line, crowded with theater patrons,
slipped on the rails covered with the
bugs and bumped into another
Cherry street car ahead of it. Many
of the passengers were bruised and
shaken up.
"The business section of the city
has be:n swept by per:cct clouds of
the bugs. They obscured electric
lights, converted large display win-
dows into solid sheets of bugs, drift-
ed in heaps against the sides of buil‘i•
ings and carpeted the sidewalks.
"The invasion was the climax to a
three days' northeast storm that
drove about all the bugs from the
lake and bay to the streets of To-
ledo.
Recursion Rates Via. tfie Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, C01.-429.25 July ti-istb
inclusive, return limit August aotle.
Diverse route returning. Stopover
privileges .
JAM
Knoxville, Taan.-48.15, June 74,
so July 7, 14 and isth. Return limit
fifteen days from date of sale with
privilege of extension to September
path by payment of so mat fee.
?ft. Paul, Minn-421.5o, July al 24,
as, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July vet, 25c validation fee.
Athens, Gs.-4r 5 75, June 23, 24, 25,
20. 30, July 2, 9 and 16. Return
limit fifteen days with privilege of
extension to September 3oth cut ;.ay-
ment of 50 cents.
St. Paul, Minn.--4t6.00, August TO,
ii and 12. Return limit August 31,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 3oth on payment of so cents.




Jame, as you may already have
guessed; was a very consetentioue
young an. As a boy he had been
know at cricket to dispute the deci-
sion an umpire in his laver. Even
the ladluery social lies were repellent
to "rim. He never traveled in a class
erior to that for Which he has.
ken his ticket. Me never did any-
Ibla was not extremely care-
ful and conapisucrusly honest. With
such a character, there was only one
thing that the yosag man could telti•
mately become.
Shortly after he became a reelewei
of Action for the Daily Record it hap
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha
had at a comparatively early age bees
left an orphan. As her 4141 CatIOD
defective, and ea she Rid rot likt
children, there was only •ene thief'
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly after Agatha had be
come governess that she and Jams'
met. Her face was wholesome ant
practical rather than beautiful.
some weeks he never told hit
love. Then one afternoon he took hei
to hear an oratorio. It may have beet
the effect of the musle, or of the tet
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The fact re
mains that when they climbed rp oi
the omnibus be called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of tilt
journey he called her Agatha. HI
treasured the oratorio programme, and
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of myrtery about her.
"Shortly," she said. "you will see me
In a new light, James."
"1 woil:d not have you different,'
,aid James. This was quite the right
tutiag to say, as he bad seen it in 3
book.
"East side of Waterloo bridge, about
six to-morrow," said Agatha,
"Right," said James. lie would thee
have kissed her, but refrained from
the publicity which would have attend-
ed the acL
The next morning there was brougnt
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned.
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasant ii
you happen to be paid for IL He
would have groanee still more if the
books had not oome, because- that
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry ro•
mantle possibilities more remote. As
it was, they had arranged to be mar
ried next year in the sweet sfrrins
time. Quite quietly. Bride in brows
cloth. Honeymoon of seven days al
Littlehampton.
He tore his mind away from romance
In real life and settled down to ro
mance as it is written, and the veal
Bret volume that he picked up waa
entitled "A Love of Other Days," tit
Agatha Brown. This was the new
light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written • novel, and
be was to review it. He wondered if
the editor of the Daily Record would
Stand an entire column about an un-
known genius. James almost regret,
tad that he had discovered throe mi.
known geniuses the week before; It
wee likely to spoil the market.
He noticed the name of the publish-
ers voids regret Agatha would have
done better to have consulted him.
Then be read the book and buried his
face in his hands, for that novel by
Agatha Brown was about the most
petrid thing in Action that Lad pol-
luted his ehambers for the last 111
months. It was wrong everywhere; It
was wrong all through. There is no
wore* thing on earth than a bad his
tortoal novel, and this was a very bad
historical noveL
Here, thee, was the conflict betweee
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
and love walked over. By the evening
he had wrIttea • eolumn hailing Agaths
Brown as the greatest tsetse that the
country had yet seen. But his heart
was broken. For once he bad not been
conscientious. He could not live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on _Waterloo
hrtdge, take one long, last farewell,
and '.hen send off the review and corn-
mft suicide. Agatha was a little late
for her appointment, add looked very
pleased with bervelf.
-Well?" she said.
"Why did you not confide In me"
he ticked, gently. "Why did you not
tell me you had written a book? Pon-
Kibly my practiced judgment might
have—"
"What co earth are you talking
shout' I've not written any book. I
shouldn't be so silly.-
"Then somebody else with your
uarde has."
"has she? What cheek!" She still 
ioo;,e- at anise somew-fiat inquiring-
ly. Ho had an uneasy sense that she
was expecting him to say something.
and that he was not saying It.
"Well," he said, "what did you
main then by saying that yes were
going to appear in a new light?"
"If you happen to be blind," she
miswered, rather snappishly, "I can't
give you eyes."
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's tee; It's
the same jacket you always wear, and
the same skirt."
"Oh, don't bother. I've got my
hair done up differently, aid I've got
a new hat. I don't want to Mit about
ft. If you take no interest in my ap-
pearance, there's nothing more to be
said. What de you think about dense
Japanese now"
The rest of his interview with i
Agatha was far from pleasant.* But
his column review of the novel by bee
namesake was reduced to two lines on
the subject of Wardour street rub.
hush. And he was still eeascientioleb
—Tatler. '
September 30th, with return limit of
October 311t.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
on -
Low Honteseekers Rates to many
points in the southeast, west sad
southwest on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Noeeet-
ber inelusive.
For additional information, ticket.,
etc., tall on any .get' of dm 9•1116-
ern Railway or address.
j. p. LOGAN, 'F. F. A., in Mut
Mein steeit Leeington, Ky.
C. H. WUN'GPIRFORD, D.\\P. A.,
234 Fourth avenue, Losieville,,Ifr.
C. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A4 91.
Louis, Mo.,
There is no ernicer than can rub o
L svihat has been printed.
The moist dangerous nets are the
invisible ones. A..• A.,.• I
_.ALDWIN  PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence. 
I It Appeals to the Artistic and Caltured Class and
is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. h. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T, MILLER, Agent.
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE —
Moved to 315 Broadway _
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
PER THAT-TP*3 EVER BEEN OFFERED.
TT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU.
r 42:=:22
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tic per roll.
..Paper usually sold at roc we will
aell for 8c.
. Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
 fi
0. C. Lee. 315 Bwav,
GOOP MORNING
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full line
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help yo-r neighbor keep down the dust.
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones sox. 132 SOntli 170117th St., 325 Kr:aback, AT4104141.
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
:Prices Reasonable.
J J. Bleich,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY.
letwa==,..--=traisananttutsttutiircuumuns====




REA,. ES'=, ' WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM 1. EAS4
I'TULY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. worraim
EMINTIICKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE ...1ST
FREE TO EVERYIIODY. SEND FOR IT.




• Evils contenanced or ignored grow \'':: DAVID ChOCK.r.T.1.
in number and in power. Wrongs ,+
accepted become vested rights, pro. 44‘444-1-14-1+++++++++.4-1-14++4.4•
tected by the shield of the constitu- Of Llavid Crockett nearly every na-
toin. Practices in themselves inde- tive American has heard, and yet of
fensible must not be questioned be-
David Crockett the average Ameri-
cause they were the work of our
tan knows very little.forefathers.
The way of the reformer is hard; He was a backwoodsman ,
harder than the way of the transgres- could shoot and tell funny yarns.,
Entered as Else postaffice of Pada.  
i sor. "What," and .this was said sixty-oa storyteller he was inimitable
call, Ky., as second-class mail matter.!ftve years ago to the men of Boston,. ca for his skill with the rifle, is it
1"what if some of the objections not proven by the surrender of the
One Year $3.30 whereby our institutions are assailed coon which, when it looked downo1
Months  2•513 are extreme and speculative and the from the limb on which it lay and
Three Months  I•25
I reformers tend to idealism; that only saw Crockett about to fire, cried out:
One Week  -To shows the extravagance of the abuses "Don't shoot,
 which has driven the mind to the down!"
Anyone failing to receive this paper opposite extreme. It is when. your
regularly should report the matter to facts and pleasures grow unireir and
The Register office at once. Tele,fantastic by too much falsehood that
phone Cumberland 318. the scholar flees for refuge to the
world of ideas, and aims to recruit country as any one who was ever
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It is easy enough to let things
TerthIngs drlfe;
Saturday Morning, July re, 19)6.
The ,poostle of Kentucky have their
eyes tinned towords the HargissOal-
lahan trials in ithe mountains. The no-
sult means trascih to Kentucky. Har-
gis claims to be innocent of any con-
nection with Ale Breathitt county as-
Passinations, but the masses of Ken-
tucky elb not believe it. He was
judge of that county during the reign
of terror and) at no time did he in-
voke the power back of 'him to bring
title aseassins to justice, but on the
contrary the people are cony need that
be sanctioned the crimes. We do not
know of a single newspaper in the
United States that has ever spoken
in 'his defense; every one of them have
regarded him, as the real power behind
dee men who shot dots n citizens who
crossed his path.
The bloody stories of their crimes
have been scattered 'broadcast over
why foreign capital has not invaded
Kentucky for investment, but that
can be easily explained—Kentucky
has a bad name as rhe result of the
feuds of the mountain districts.
When the people of America he-
a. man like Jim Hargis 'to be
guilty and at the same time see him
hold official position in the domin-
ant party of the state they are very
apt to think that politics in Kentucky
are rotten. They figure that SI a
man commonly regarded as the ring-
leader of • gang of assassin,. is also
a man of considerable influence in
polities, that capital cannot afford to
take canes of being held up, or to
be invested where laws are tranipled
under foot and the as•satssin has free
rein. Kentucky has suffered for the
critraes committed in 13reath te county,
and even though Nargi., may be con-
victed, the state will continue to suf-
fer for years to come.
sione, o s ant p ,
st.ots that ever put jun to shoulder,but the country owes little to that
but he was for more than that—hepolicy; the real work of the world
was a big-hearted, great-hearted.has been done by the reformers, the
dear-souled man, whose incorruptiblerevoluPonists ,the dissatisfied men;
manhood made him the eternal ex-by men like Paul and Jonah by •
ample of all who would do the thiogmen like Washington, Jefferson and
that is right.Patrick Henry; by Carlyle and Lu-
ther and Savonarola and Augustine.
Limestone county, Tennessee, Aug-The sory of Jonah's message to
too 17.1786.Nineveh is a case in point and has its . .
lesson for the reformers of today. Without education or any of. the
The word of the Lord had come accomplishemnts that go along with
unto Jonah, the son of Amittai, say- the culture of the schools, the young
ing, "Arise, go to Nineveh, that great ;backwoodsman by sheer merit and
city, and cry against it, for iheir wick- brain power caught the attention of
his neighbors and was by thoseedness is come up before Me."
Jonah, entering the city of Nine- neighbors sent to represent them in
veh, cried and said: "Yet forty days the legislature-1822-1823.
and Nineveh shall be overthrown." fie did his work so well in the
So the people of Nineveh believed legislature that he was sent to rep-
God and proclaimed a fast and put resent his state in the national con-
on sask cloth, from the greatest of grcss, being elected first in 1828 and
them even to the least of them. The again in 183o.
king arose from his throne, laid his •While a member of congress he
robe from him and covered him with • e .:did tittle talking, but when it came
sack cloth and sat in ashes, and he to voting he was always on the side
ordered all of his people to do like- , cr"justice, economy and liberty."
wise"andcry mightily unto God; yes,
They laughed at his roughshodlet them turn everyone from his evil
wsys, but no mother's son of themthe country, the name of the once ways and from the violence that is
would for one moment have attempt-proud state of Kenttsokly has been in their hands. Who can tell if God ed to bribe or bullroze the unlettered
thereby dragged in the in re. Ken- will turn and repent and turn away ... hunter-congressman from what he
tesoky towns and cities have wondered 
from His fierce anger that we perish believed to be the plain path ofnot? And God saw that they turned( .
outy.
from their evil way, and God repent-
"Be sure you're right, then goeel of the evil that He had said that 1
ahead." was the motto of his life andHe would do unto them; and He did
•from that motto nothing couldIt not."
swerve him.
I
Jonah was afigry with God. He
complained that he had been sent onl In the beginning of his career h •
this mission to Nineveh and that he idelized "Old Hickery." Than 1 An-
turned aside from it because he knew .drew Jackson there was, in his opin-
God to be gracious and merciful and ion, on grander man and he wap pre-
s'ow to anger. Nevertheless, he was pared to follow him to the last ditch
turned against his own .wishes and ;But the moment Jackson attempted
forced to go to Nineveh and proph- that which seemed to him to be
Iesy ice destruction within forty days- wrung Crockett left Mtn. deholaf;ceci
No doubt Jonah had the "defects him and swore -that he -*bald aseagel
of his qualities." As a prophet he no more to do with hifti:'• • ' " " I
did not wish to have his predictions) "I am at liberty to vote as my
falsified. As an agitator, perhaps, he conscience and judgment dictate to
did not wish to feel that his occupa- )he right, without the yoke of any
tool was gone and so he said: "0 ;party on me, or the driver at my.
Lord take, I latess-nr h Thee, my life • heels with the whip in his hands,
commanding me at his pleasure,"
It took a man to brave the ire of
Andrew Jackson, but Crockett did
it—and for Jackson's wrath he del
HAPPY DAY
+ FOR CHILDREN
ROBINSON'S SHOW. BEGAN AR-
RIVING AT 1 O'CLOCK THIS
MORNING.
tractions Are Among the Best in
the World and Will Be Wit-
nessed by Thousands.
Today is "circus day" and the town
will present a gala appearance, as the
Robinson shows are among the
world's leaders, and thousands will
he out to witness the superb attrac-
tions.
This morning at 2 o'clock the first
section arrived from Mayfield where
hry 1.1 c y - y, wtiitc the
'Tile News-Democrat persists in say-
ing that the traction company should
be given the right to cross Island
Creek at Fourth street when that
cennparry does not own a franchise
'for crossing the Ntreek at that point,
but at Snst•li og Bridge street, a
point three blocks west of Fourth
mreet.
Ilk traction company is not being
oppresseldk but on, the convoy it is
faring very nicety in Paeluali, getting
everything it sas/kai for.
The tines imposed by Judge 'Pm--
year in the city court yesterday in
the case wbere a. possible murder was
usarrotwly averted, will meet the ap-
proval of good citizens and will g6
a king ways towards putting a stop
to rowdismi in Paducah.,
6
from me; for it is better for me to
die than to live." The Lord rebuked
Jonah and asked, "Does t thou well to
be angry? Should I not spare that
great city wherein there ere more rot care a "continental."
than six score thomand persons that
And so the rougli man erom toecannot discern between their right
frontier served his four years atfond and their left hand, and also
Washington a patriot in the truestmuch .!attle?"
sense of the word, returning to hisIt is to be noted that the preacher
wtli constituents without spot or blemish,came from God to .•;:neven
as clean as the hearts of the oaksGod's special message. It is to be
under whose boughs he grew up tonoted further th.t God del nee. repent
him until the people of ,Nineveli anda ntaittkood•
their chief citiz ens had terned from I Crockett was toolusuest to be suc-
cessful in politics and he met th-their evil at,lks and in sack cloth
'fate that might have been expected—and ashes had reoentcd them and
he was beaten, finally, by those whopromised to aban In thon and tvou
%% ere better versed than himself ined their faith in God ard besotigtst
Ilim to turn awav His fierce anger. the points of the game.
This change was not wrought by But there was one thing that the
men. who feared to be 'raged st,•rt- i politicians could not do—they could
cal; it came from one who had Na- not keep Crockett from fighting for
than for his exemplar; who, standing ,human liberty, and when the Texan
before the King of Israel in allegory patriots began their heroic struggle
,aszonst Mexico, Crockett shoulderedtold of a great woing that had been
his trusty rifle and started to aidcammitted by a man in power on a
tl•ern in their glorious fight.non poor and defenseless-. The
king's anger was aroused, and when, As long as the English language i;
,reed the name of "The Almo" wIlihe was ready to ..inflict punishnunt
.he prophet Nathan dared to say troo!stand forth as the synonym of heroic
courage and sublime self-sacrifice.David the king, "Thou art the man."
Among the defenders of "The
Alamo" Crockett was prominently
conspicuous. When, in overwhel•
m.ng numbers, the Mexicans broke
into the stronghold, Crockett was
ready to live by the great moral cite of the few survivors to meetcompanies in Boston for diocriminat-
in is ratios. No public utility cor-
poration has the legal right to charge
one committer one price and another
like consumer another price.
The editorial arraignment
Hargis and his connection
assassination cases, in the
That is the preaching, that direet-
uess of purpose, that sense of an
euthorieed message, which will re-
rIhe district attorney is going after deem America and make the freest
country in the world the one mostaso• sa.liosyg, sioseek ogat ,n•I
Colonel, I'll conic
Such is about the extent of the
koowledge that tlif aruhfile of
i•eople have of the man whose' career
reflects' as much credit upon his
David Crockett was indeed a splen-
did story teller
law of justice and equalitty. itlicin in the final death grapple.
a With his own bond he slew seven-
teen of the enemy before he wasA Corporation Dodge. struck down.
All honor to this man's memory!(Evansville Courier.)
Brave as a lion and as incorruptible
A press bureau campaign is eri- as an angel, he was proof against all
dently contemplated to head off fear and all wrong.
municipal ownership. It is not at all Would that every 'Young man inwith the toilikely that the railways, fearing the nation could re* study geld "in-
Memphis that the success of municipal owner- I wardly digest" t David
Commervial-Appeal is the most severe ship would lead the people further ',Crockett.—Rev.
afield, are devoting their publicity !Chicago Examiner.that we have ever read. That paper
bandies the subject withiont gloves. 
agencies to the wait& of creating ad-1 
verse sentiment, just as they did 1 
INFANT DIED.
of Judge
The Infant Child of Mr. and
Van Culin Died and Was Buried
regory in
against the rate bill. Professor Hugo l which he endeavors to prove the
R Meyers, formerly attached to the great advantage of company promo-
ted enterprise, ignoring the fact thatChicago university, as an., instructor
Mrs. in England the municipal councillorsof economics, and who later operated
a publicity bureau against the prcsi_ and this board of trade are respon-
dent's rate program, is now busying sitl:fleekl3to, rtehfelegef y imeneral spetnilfiliceannfdagwaoiunlsefl
The' infant girl of Mk-. and Mrs. himself with writings calculated to el
David L. VairCulin died at their home impress the creduloos with the dart- menicipal ownership, which would
em South Sixth near 6Park street, and ger of municipal trading. His latest serely exist if the system were on-
was berried at Oak Grove cemetery. effort is a book on the subejct in • atistaetoeY•
other three sections were in by day-
light, and all unloadedatEleventhand
Broadway. The circus will show
behind the high• school building on
West Kentucky avenue, the grounds
used by" most of the attractions of
this nature. There are fifteencarsused
In transporting the show, which has
Loma people with it, including the
leading artists of the world.
One excellent thing about the Rob-
inson circus, judging front the press
reports coming from each city
visited, is the clean and tidy appear-
ance of everything, the proprietors
taking great pride in this respect and
compelling the attaches to keep
everything sparkling with neat-
ness, which is quite the reverse from
some that have included Paducah in
their itinerary. It takes twelve
Pullman sleepers for the performers
and attaches to travel in.
The parade will occur this morn-
ing between ei and to o'clock, and be
one of the finest ever witnessed. This
hour is set for the parade by many
other circuses, but they do not ap-
pear until noon. Mr. "Doc" Wad-
dell, the widely known press man
who arrived yesterday astride his
elephant, last night said that Robin-
son makes a specialty of keeping his
parade appointments to the minute,
and that all who want to see the
procession, must be out at the men-
tioned time, as it will not be of the
"delayed kind."
This evening about dusk tlte cook-
house, corral and other departments
of this nature start to loading for the
next town, and it must not be un-
derstood that this is any part of the
performing department. Some cir-
cuses curtail their night performance,
hut everything that goes on in ths
afternoon appears after nightfall
with Robinson, and more to, as the
night performance is always the best.
The show leaves here late tonigbt
for Hopkinsville where they exhibit
Monday. 'The attaches spend Sunday
and get their rest at that neighbor-
ing city.
Earth Shook.
Mr. George Fisher, theaohour-man
for Robinson's circus, and Mr. James
Caskey,-official surveyor, came to the
city yesterday and completed' ar-
rangements for the exhibitions to-
,day. George S. Cole, the Napoleon
of advertising for the Rob:nsons, ac-
companied them. Their entrance to
the city caused a tremor of the
earth's crust.
Mr. Fisher has been win Robin-
son's circus as consecutive years; Mr.
Cole„ to years, and Mr. Caskey, 20
years. The show started in 1821:




RiProads, Gas and Electric Corn
panic, in City of Boston.
Boston, July 13--District Attorney
Mbran made ptrblic today his intention
of investigating the railroad and ti"
gas and electric light companies with'
reference to alleged violations of the
public statutes by those corporationr.
'Among Ore offenses charged to the
ralroada are the issuance of free psi-
sev to rnember4y of the legislature
and discrimination against 4hippers in
the transportation of trierrli a radio.
Mr. Moran announces that he line re-
tained at his own expense the services








We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the utmost cure,








Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage *soy
Unlimited ticket $3.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over 111.3o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on an the boats. Fo:
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER., Gen. Pass. Agent




Alionso, King—A moving target
invented and used by anarchistic
bomb-shooters.
Anaulas—An amateur liar who held
the world's record before improved
methods were generally adopted.
Armour, J. Ogden—A Chicago
man who sells beef and gives away
statements. Mr. Armour, despite
lee optimistic turn or mind, has been
saddened lately by the attacks upon
the industry with which he is au
closely identified that you can't tell
them apart, As it might be express-
ed, you can't kill a hog without a
squeal, and many packers feel that
the public will squeal no matter
how gently it is corned-beef-canned
into the foodless hereafter.. Mr. Ar-
mour's name, by the way, is not de-
rived, as many suppose, from sau-
sage casing..
Corpernicus—By many authorities
Copernicus is credited with having
discovered the solar plexus, although
a number of savants, among them
James J. Corbett, think Robertus
Fitzsimmons has the better claim.
Day, Chancellor--A sort oftwilight
hovering over Syracuse University.
Smith, John—A worthy man, al.
though guilty of plagarizing hi"
name.
Swinburne, Charles Algernon—A
poet who sometimes slips into poetry
and is read by persons who don't
know .clearly where he's going, but
See that he's undoubtedly on his way
somewhere—and in the dickens of a
hurry.—Wex Jones in Chicago Ex-
aminer
MURDER CHARGE.
Paducah Police to Keep Lookout For
Jether Slagdel.
The police department vosterday












juin. the pain in a very few
J. IL Oehlschiaeier
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
exeursion oat of Paducah.
$81 nn For the Round Trip toUU Tennessee river & retire
It is a trip of pleasure, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave ea&
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in
For other information apply to Jas



















will cure that awful pain
'Has cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or phone 237 an.
we will gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 137..
Newly Elected Officers Be Indueted
Next Tuesday Night.
The Plum:Tiers union wit next Tues-
day install the following officers that
were elected: a week or two ago: Al-
gernon Grief, pre's'ident; Ernest
Beitimiguard, vice president; Albert
Arts, recordingFottretivry; Virgil
Chastain' finiamicial secretary; y: M.
Reed, tr/a'aurer. After itheral ation the
preside t selects his iboand of trustees
and a the delegates to Central La-
b ir V.fnion.
Dr. Pepper Notice.
Jr he Paducah 'Bottling Co., is the
pfily comport., authorized to bottle
Dr. Pepper in Padacah, and adjacent
territory.
ARTESIAN' MFG. Sr BOTTLING
CO., Pro. Waco, Texas,
Henderson of the Springfield, Ill.. de
partment, requesting that a lookout
be kept for Jether Slagdel, who ie
wanted there for murder. The mes-
saye did not state the name of his
victim nor give details, but included
a picture of Slagdel, with a minute
description. He is 36 years of age
and rather 'handsome voting man.
The reward offered for his capture is
$soo.
Sam Parks' Successor Meld.
Net'.. York, Ju; y m 3. u el plait
secretary of the Iionsresmiths' union
Sam Parks' old organization, is field
iii $1.000 bail to the grand _int on the
ciliary:: of selling ;home enieruiber ship
cards. Donis Willer swore that Louis
Jeffkin isold him a iyogus membership
card for $iso and Platt 'a alleged to
have been mphicte-d in the swindle.
She police have been trying for some
time to find Jeffkia. Unto" mien are




I to 3oo horse power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.






















IN THE FINAL WITH VINOtN-




Cooper out o fele game-, Lloyd
playing left and .Brahic right; team
badly crisatittl.:'
Sweet temch shut§ the In-
dians out FridaY.
Perry and Gooks- out of the game;
Groh playing short with one hand.
With the regular home line up in,
we se oteld have taken four games




'A fairly good crosvdi was out.
Oar° Tadpoles here 3aturclay, Sun-
day and Monday, then the Indians are
off on their wenpath circuit, and II
bring back more scalps than they lose
as Chief Lloyd has a strong bunch(
when the regulars are in the game.
South should pitch a good game on
the opening meta Cairo this after-
noon.
jeeksolteliki Draws a Shut Out toot





























Mitchell bingles for two scackts;
Clain grounded t16 Heats; Willkesoni
mingles, Moran flys out to Groh; Bar-
bour fans.
Taylor drives a bingle to rigia.foi
three sad; Groh grounded to
Wilkerson; Quigley fly. pot to Mite-h-
ell', Was flys out to Morin.
Inting Two.
'McClelland gtouneed oyes Wetzel
to Haas; Donovan fans; Matteson
flys out to Lloyd
Lkeysi pops out to Barbour; Wetzel
grounded out, Mferhell tit ior„,0„:
Downing gernends, Mitchill - alter-
son.
Inning Three.
Farrell out, Quigley to Wilkerson:
Mitchell flys out to Qiegley; Mc-
Clain out, Groh to Haas.
Arabic flys out tat Harbour; Wr ght
pops to Farrell; Tarker out 40 Wilk-
tram.
Inning Four. .
Wilkerson fans; eawan fans; Bar-
bour grounds out, Grcilh to Haas.
Groh out, Parrett to WilIcenron;
' Quigley singles; Quigley sthale sec-
• next; Haas pops tee eCleplaansks Lloyd
fans. k tjf
stit.
McClelland Gas out to Brihic; Don-
nvan pope out -40 Wetzel; Matteson
Aye out to Grote
Wetzel. single*: Downing advantes
Vsletzel oat. McClelland toWilkersoa;
Bratsk out, 'McClelland to Wikerson;
Wletzel on third; Wright pops out to
Mitchell
'rutin( Ps.
Farrel singirs; Mitchell out. Haas
.10 Quigley; MIrClatn angles; McClain
steals secondeWilisersou singles; Far-
rell come* Mrwen out, Groh to
Haze; McClain home; Barbour fans.
Taylor out. Bartow to Wilkerson;
Groh fleet out to McClain; Qttgley
out, Farrell to Wilkerson.
Inning Seven.
McClelland fouls .out to Downing;
Donovan out, iatigley to Haas; Mat-
teson fans. •
Haas tiro out to Donovan; Lloyd
Safe oss MeCleilarxrs error; Wet-
7e1 flys out to MaCkIland; Iaowning
Sys out to MeClei&
laarree ouTrills/try • to Ilea•;
Mitchell out, Quigley to Haas; Mc-
Clain out, Wright to Iltas.
Brahic flre co( in Wilkerson;
wht fans; Taylor flys own to Don-
ovan.
• Inning Nine.
!Wilkerson out, Quigley to Naas;
elation out, Grob sgi Heel; Barbour
ono Quigley to
South batting for Grob; South out.
eteceeneeee to Weleeeraye Quigley
out, Farrell to. l'INIlleerson; Haas
single's; Lloyd fouls one to Matteson.
V TIPCCfNles—. ab r 141 po a c
Mitchell. oe.  3 t 1 3 3 0
McClain. rf.  4 I 1 3 0 0
Wilkerson, tb.  4 0 2 42 0 0
aloran. lf.  4 0 0 I o
Barbour. 3b.  4 0 0 2 I
McClelland, ete  3 o o t 3 o
Donovan. cf. 30oeoo
Matteson, c.  3 0 0 o o
Farrell, p.  t 1 0 4 o
Totals— 3; 3 s 2; 10
Paducah— ab r ber p6 a 'It
Taylor. cf.  ...4 0 1 0 0 0
Quigley. 2b.  4002 6
Haas. lb.  4 0 r 13- 1 o
I4o,'3l1.   4 01100
Wettel, 3b.  ;I t 2 0
Downing, ee o
Braihic, rf :et re 0 0 o
Wright, p.  3 o o 10
— —,—
Totalsi— 22 0 4 .2.7 el 0
Innings— r 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 pe-RIIE
Vincennes t 000 es 2 0:0 d---3 5 ;
Pridesah .. o co ei o 0----0 4 I
Feseneet rytnis—Vine.ennee, 3; tire'
:base hits—Taylor; s strtick out-,-by Abe
Ferrell, 2; by Wright. 6; isfeltetebases
— --Vincennes. 2; Paducah, 5; time of
game—! :to; tertipiree-Weitmesem.
_
Mattoon, 6; Jacksonville„ o.
.,'Ii,c VI h I It -pert-
ue a good, game today slhutting out
the locals:
RI-1E
Jacksonvilte  o 8 4
Mattoon  5 9 o
Batteries—Akers and Belt; Mc-
Carthy and Johnson.
Sam Gottet restaurant, 119 North
Fourth street is the largest and best
equipped eating house in the state.





GETS THE WORK THAT
STARTS MONDAY.
The "courthouse committee" of the
fiscal court yesterday awarded the
contract to Ed Haunan ,of installing
tact rooms and water closets in the
basement of the county courthouse
building on South Sixth street. The
work will cost something like $1,000
and be started next Monday morn-
ing by time contracting plumber, who
cip,peCts to* have it deer ea a few
weeks.
At present there is no water elosta
service at the courthouse, except one
en the second Boor, and the small
Lock building containing surfaze
closets in the yard. That mollies it
very inconvenient and the coutthouse
committee had the arckitect to draw
plans for the ones to be placed ie
the basement, and which setiettfica•
tions provide for five closets, five
urinals, one stationery washstand,
concrete floors, and electric lights to
illumine the quarters. These plans
were approved yesterday by the com-
mittee that consists of Magistrates
Bleach, Burnett, Broadfoot and
Emery.
A stairway will be plac • t in-
side the Seventh street entrance to
the courthouse building, leading from
tirst floor to basement, as means fat
passage to and from the toilet room
that will be for white people only,
while the colored contingent will use
the brick building in the yard. The
toilet on the secondfloor will remain
for the ladies.
EAST TENNESSEE COMPANY
TAKES DRASTIC STEPS IN
FIGHT AGAINST A CITY.
(Coutinued From !cult Page.)
er cent .of the city
would quickly sign such a paper.
The fight between the telephone
company and the people has been on
for months. The company's fran-
chise expired July I. Long ago they
tied to slip a new franchise through
the city council raising the rate for
residence telephones from $r to $1.65
and business house telephones from
$2 so to $2.75. The Commercial Club
took the matter up, appointed a com-
mittee of lawyers to co-operate and
asked the council to sell a franchise
making the rates $r and $2. The
council delayed aetion until last
Thursday, when it proposed to fix a
$2.25 rate. A big delegation of in-
fluential business men visited the
counci and forced the adoption of
Danville ; Cairo,,.
Cairn, Ill., My 13.—Cairo Post in
pitcher's battle in twelve innings to-
'day:
RHE
faanville   2 5
Cairo  t 7 5
Batteries—Christman and Johpoon:
Woodring and Quiesser. Umpire—
Burk
subscribers
The Tast Tennessee Company, by
Mr. Caldwell, declares that it will not
bid on the franchise, which is to be
sold August 6. In the meantime it
will cut out all telephone service and
leeve the people out The city has
one long distance line id the Home
Company, which will connect it with
the outside world.
LAWYER DISBARRED
Hummel, the Notorious Shyster





his cm.viction on a charg.
of conspiracy in connection with the
Dodge-Morse divorce case by a de-
cision handed down by the appellate
of the supreme court today. Hum-
meli has been for many leers one of




MOB WILL RAVE REFER
BAGSVMND
GOSSETTE ETATE.
MRS. RESSIG GETS ALL
OF HER SON'S ESTATE
LANGSTAFF-ORM FILED SUIT
AGAINST BRANSFORD
CLARK AND WIFE OF
ST. LOUIS.
Mrs. Mary D. Hawkins Was Taken
To Asylum Yesterday Under
Court Orders--Fenan Charged
With Theft.
Several weeks ago Lawyer Joseph
Grogan of this city filed in the
United States court at Louisville a
petition to force Leander J. Gossett
of Gilbertsville, Marshall county, into
bankruptcy on the ground that Gos-
sett had made an assignment May rs
to R. R. Redden of Gilbeetsville, and
had also executed mortgages to se-
cure creditors he preferred. Attorney
Grogan presented other crud:tors, and
Gossett now consent ng, the judge ad-
judicates) that he is a bankrupt, and
the matter will be 'handed to Refecce
Bagiby of elvis city to wind up the
estate. The lebailities are about $3.-
000, the Pa.clescadi creditors being: 4e.
IL Rieke Sr Sons, $145.79; Covington
Rota & Co., $84.27; M. Livingston &
Co., $107.85; R G Terrell. $121.50; and
the McGlathery- Province company
$91.81.
',other Gets Estate.
Yeetenlay Referee Bagby decidsd
that the late Fred Hess g was a resi-
dent of Kentucky when he died, there-
fore tbs. entire estate goes to his
nvotiwr, Mrs. Catherine Hessig. The
eon bad been in Memphis, and under
the Tennessee state laws a mother
gets only half. Tens point came up
in the De. Herman T. Hessig bank-
ruptcy' proceeding that iv now up.
The referee yesterday also decided
that the City National bank could
sell the $3.000 worth of Nortonville
coal Co.. stock Dr. Helmer put up to
secure a $2.3o loan from the bank.
The bank can sell the sock when-
ever desired, but the referee claims
the right to say whether it is legaL
-
gimes For Damages.
learid Johnson yesterday filed. suit
in the circuit court against the Pa,
durah Traction Co.. for $1.000 is
age.s on tbe ground that the car start-'
eel up before he could get safely tcl
the groom, (at Third and HasbandS
streets. This threw him down and
caused) injuries. The acc dent bate
pened during the spring carnival.
Sued on Notes.
Yesterday its the circuit court eta
Langstaff-0m, :Co., filed suit against
Virginia Reed Ciark and Bransford
Clarke for $260.5o claimed doe on
some notes executed in payment of
, material the mill furnaleedi defend.
1
ont s. Braneford Clarke is the former
commission merchant of this city
who now resides in St. Louis.
Given Thirty Days.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot sent-
enced Jennie Sanders to thirty days
in the county jail on the charge of
Aiming clothing belonging to James
Barnwell. She resides on GeorgQ
!war Seventh street.
Property Sold.
Property on:Harahan boulevard ha;
been transferred by Andrew P. I-ham-
burg to Jennie Phillips for $soo and
the deed filed for record yesterday
with the county clerk.
The Northview Reality Co., deeded
to the Piasetteah City Railway Co., the
right-of-way over North Twelfth
street. The reality company agreed
if the car seoDIc wuul
over welfth through the reality' 00101,-
parry's seal:Ilion. it would give the line
the free right-of-way over time thorn-
tighfare, which is rum done.
Liesisied to Marry.
Henry Lindsey, aged 40 and Melee,
91 Loftort, aged 43. of Marshall mute-
ty. were granitied a license yesterday
by the clerk to marry. Each have
been married once before.
Wren To Asylum.
Mr-. Melee D. Haseeins of South
Peetwita street was to the Hots-
kinsiville asylum, yesterd y afternoon
by a lady Who came frfm the insti-
tetion, after her. Mr's. lawkiris was
ed judged of unsound mind Thursday
and ordered by the court to the *meta
teflon
Under the new law the asylum
eende mottle of its a t tendtines out to
whenever point a person convicted
of lunacy, and ehis attendant aecome
panics the patient to Hopkineville.
111•M11•111.• • •
Wanted todivorce lieeyers of this city. Toay, d George P.itylaen will be given
#
I -0
a trial before ilellagistrete K
c county, on the charge of stealing
a gold watch from Will Cooke -seem
had Fersan employed. The accused
as arrested Thursday at the Fort-
bridge picnic and brought here
o the county jail by Deputy Sheriff
Gus, Rogers. Fonan worked for Cook
and quitting hie job, started toward
Pachroah but stowed over at the pic-
nic. He took Cook's watch before
leaving the house, and when the dep-
uty sheriff walked up to him on the
picnic grounds and told; him be was
under arrest, Fenart pulled out the
watehl before even asking for what
he was arrested, and handing it back
to the offioor, seid he knew what they
wanted him for, but thet he only
took the time piece so he could see




Pike's jor_Fiehting in. All thPrins-
cioal Cities of Russia.
St. Petersburg, July 13.--The prep-
arations. which the war office has
beeu making at all the principal cities
t 'meet an armed revolutionary
r ovement prove to have been very
elaborate. The plans for the defense
of Riga have fallen into the hands
cf the revolutionary paper, Misla,
which this morning publishes the en-
tire plan of defense The comman-
der, in framing the plan of defenst,
eves designated his successor in au
event of himself being killed or in-
capacitated.
Similar plans, it is understood,
have been drawn up by every com-
mander of a garrison or city. In ad-
dition special troop trains equipped
s• eh machine guns are in constant
readiness at St. Petersburg, Mos-
cow, Kiev and other strategic points.
Famous Mine Exhausted.
St Louis, Mo., July 13.—When the
circuit court, in session today at
Farmington, sakes action to dissolve
the Iron Mountain Company it will
mean the passing out of existence of
a famous corporation that has netted
its stockholders a profit! of $7,000,000.
The action was taken by mutual con-
sent of the stockholders. The Iron
Mountain, at one time the richest
iron ore region in the United States,
has been exhausted of its ore, and
scent will be transformed into a vsat
pasture for the breeding of fine
stock. The mining company was or-
ganized forty years ago and in its
career has paid aoo per cent. in divi-
dends. It has assets retnaining of




to be floor 90 years of age, . 4
•
Mr Allen was amused rather than
depressed by the dream and treated
it lightly when he related it to his
family and to some of his friends the
next day.
"We have all sorts of dreams," he
said. "There is no accounting fur
them, but they are not to be taken
seriously, especially as forewarnings:*
Mr. Allen on-this fifty-second birth-
day arose apparently in excellent
health.
"Do you know,"' he. said to his wife
at the breakfast table, that I never
thought of that strange dream I
dreamed a year ago after I related it
to you until I got up this morning?
It came into my mind again when
I. was dressing. I never felt better
or less like dying in my life than I
do this morning and I am afraid that
that dream is going to disappoint me
by failing to fulfill itself."
Mrs. all
and urged her husband to be careful
about his health,
.Sudden Stricken Down.
Mr. Allen went to the school, but
in a short time he returned to Irs
home and complained of not feeling
well .
The family physician came and as-
sured Mr. Allen that he would soon
be well again.
A short time later Mr. Allen was
silting in his armchair by a window
reading his morning paper. Suddenly
the paper fell from his hand and he
fell forward upon the floor.
His wife heard the sound made by
the falling body and hastened to her
husband's side, but he was dead.
The dream of the year before hal
come true.
Physicians who were summoned
pronounced the cause of death *si
have been alsOpiell2s
Twenty years ago Mr. Aliens in-
fant son died and a psychic expert, a
friend of his, to whom the story of
the dream was related, said: "It was
Mr. Allen's on who whispered to
him in his strange dream a year ago.
The son was old enough to warn
him. He could not tell his father
that he would die at the end of the
year, foi he was earth bound and
was not permitted .to do so. But he
gave him all the warning he could
that when the summons came he
might be prepared to die."
Jackson Street Investment.
Three room house no 1206. Would
rent for $zoo per year. Pays to per
cent net. $790 cash.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835.
Buried at Bethlehem.
The eemoine of Mies Anna Marne,
2011 Yeiser avenue, were taken440)W/ie. Tetute July 
1
3.—Henry terday to the Bethlehem cemetery in
fCoitecvoilmn ms. is soiof 
neHamiltonsiocnosunatnyd, were held at the Mechanicsburg Bap-
'Were hel (tat the eldechanicsbing Bap-recently American consul general in tist church the night before.London, was nominated for gover-
nor by the Republican state conven-
tion.' B. C. Swab, of Claiborne coup-
ty, was ;laminated for railroad com-
missioner.
The nomination of Evans for gov •
ernor came after a most exciting .ses:
s:on, and marks the transfer of Re-
publican leadership- in Tennessee
from Congressman Walter P.




Omaha, Neb,. July 13—William la
Allen, formerly a well-known educa-
tor of Omaha, Kansas City and other
eestern cities, who recently died of
apoplexy at Edgemont, S. D., where
he was superintendent of the public
schools, hdd a strange dream one
night a year ago in which he was
forewarned to the 4precise time to his
death.
In his dream, as Mr. Allen related
it later, he saw a map representing a
view of fifty years, or all but one
year of his life. The map was (livid
ed into five sections, each seciiun
representing a decade of his life, all
the principal events and many of the
incidents of which were clearly re -







Returned Frons Nashville Where He--
Captured egos Convention of
Dealers.
Mr. Gardner Giabert, manager of -
the local branch of the West Ken-
tucky .Coal Co., has returned front
Nashville where he attended the an-
n gat ering tie entucky and
Tennessee R.etail Coal Dealers' As-
sociation.. While there NIS-. Gilbert.
RuCCeeded, in, capturing the next gath-
er ng for Paducab, to be held. diming
July 1907.
There were about 125 dealers is-
attendance from the different cities
of Kentucky and Tennessee. and sti
hard fight was, put up for the next
annual gathering, but Mr. Gilbert en-
tered with such a vigor that he cape
owed sthe honor. He was assisted
by Mr. William Y. Noble of die-
Yeiser & Noble firm here, but the
latter could not remain throughout
the meeting because of the death of
his brother, Hon. Ed. P. Noble.
The organization iv one of the•
waist representative and prominent of
the Ow° states, the members all be-
ing leading business men of their re-
spective 'home cities. efiessrs. Gilbert
and Notale were the only two Pads-
cahans there.
HAIRPIN IN BABY'S SIDE:
NOT APPENDICITIS CASH:
Mother's Extraction of Metal Ends
Lang Sufferiag for Child.
?dampens, Tenn., July i3.—Little
Regina Oppenheimer, daughter of Wt.
C. Oppenheimer, 952 Peabody avenue,
who was thought to be suffering from
appenclicitie, has exper enced a re:ev-
ery that is almost miraculous.
The mother Was awakened at mid-
night by cries of the baby. As has
been her custom for months she seat
the nurse for the hot water bag for
relief. While waiting Mrs. Oppea-
}veinier felt the child's side and came
in contact with half a ha-1.pin pro-
truding from the ribs. The pin was
removed and relief came inetantly.
•Nleether nurse, father nor mother
bad ittroStrt that the baby had swal-
low the hairpin.
Card of Thanks.
I wish to extend my sincere thanks
to my friends for their kindness and.
sympathy during the recent illness..




July 14, 15, 16
•
GRAND STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEATS 6o CENTS. TICKES Oat
SALE SMITH & NAGLE'S,
FOURTH & BROADWAY.
GAME CALLED AT 4:o0 P. M. SHARP.
Before beading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILL IAMS BICYCRCO
He took the map and examined :1
section by section, smiling here ever
some hit of comedy in his life, weep-
ing there over some tragedy and liv-
ing over agelin the years' agone.
When lie was done with the fifth
section of the map he laid it aside
and reached for the sixth. But he
found no sixth.
Again picking up the fifth section,
he discovered in bright red letters in
a corner of a command to turn
over and read what was written on
the reverse side. Ile turned it over
and there found a map representing a
clear view of the last or fifty-firs
year of his life and a forecast of the
next or fifty-second year.
Amused Over the Dream.
The forecast tokl him that a sick..
ness would befall him at the end of
his fifty-second year and besought
him to be careful of his health lest
the sickness should end his life, and
then a voice whispered in his car
telling him that he would fall ill on
bit fifty-second birthday and that if
he did not die then he would live
to_Kentueky  Tboats•-ess--Nerth--Fiftit-street-thry ram -JR 5amoney, and take your old wheel in occhange. WE WANT AN UN-LIMITED NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
Remember this is the cheapest li.puse in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Exeter'machinist* in our repair shop All work guaranteed.
Books, Music, Stationery
A SPECIAL OFFeRING IN EACH LINE Ss-
BOOKS—We have just received a s hipntent of too good value books;every one good, every one worth soc. Our July price, each ...,...25c.
MUSIC—As usual our offer is unusu al. sco copy rights, songs andinstruments, each   • • • • ........ .... . .......... se.300 latest issues, riiese will be th c "hg hits" this fall, (for. Julyonly) at tsc, two for 
23C









lin Books as Well as in Life There
Are Certain Strong Family
Resmeblance.
One may imagine an artist attempt,
leg, on a wager, to paint a landscape
Without using a single tone of yellow,
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber "2necr, ' L': In tilt
Sure way one may imagtne a nov-
elist writing a story of .a man and a
woman, so detechiel from the outside
world, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their present
-surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
-environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
Such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain,
In varying degrees, some yellow and
some blue. Every human story must
concern Itself with traits inherited
from our fathers or acquired through
'the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a living reality, men and
—weeteft whost-ise•-tirisks-el---es
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no pnomptings from Dar-
ien in order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
/to show, in a family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back in the faces of son
-end daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
In some of our best English novels,
,In "Belinda" and "Emma,- in "The
ildeeecomes" and "The Mill on the
',loss," there is often more ber:dity
-than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen.
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
--conscious of putting there.' Take any
-aovel of the first magnitude, in which
a whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindiy gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us snYi
Is the author's cbief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is Lased upon an
Intelligent observation of life it is
not a vital matter -.NI:tether the author
has worked out the heredity for you,
like logarithms, down to the tenth
decimal. You are free to work it out
tor yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources; to conjecture about
her many things which the author
sever once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as well
om in real life, there are certain fain-
tly resemblances that are never no.
deed until pointed out by some cos-
iparative stranger.
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
lint the Night Grew Suddenly
Chilly and the Love-Igaking
Was a Frost
Slowly they walked in the twilight
—he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicego Tribune.
He was no longer in the heydey of
gouth.
Tate, however, had laid light hands
upon him. So had his barber, but
oftener and more artisticane, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radiant maiden.
known to the regular frequenters of
Spotcash & Co.'s great emp.wium of
trade as the girl at the robbon counter.
"Miss Mildred," he said, with a sort
-elf premonitory coue,h, "let us suppose
-a ease."
'A case of what kind, Mr. Mats
Ater?" she asked. "Notions? Or rem-
cants?"
"Let us not talk shop, Miss Mil.
eked. If 'case' suggests business I
will vary the phrase. Let us conaid-
eir • hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
-supposition, an assumption, a postu-
late, e wot ; or an :dee taken
for granted, for the purpose of laying
a foundation, establishing a propost
lion. or demonstrating a fact Get
the idea?"
"0, yes; anybody can understand
'that Is there more of it?"
"There is. Some day, my dear girl,
jou expect to marry somebody"
"Is that the hypo—hypo--"
"No; that is one of the eternal
'metics. Every pretty girl expects to
marry sometody. Here is the rpoth
eels: Suppose some man, slightly
_past the blooming period of youth,
.but well ;-reserved, in full possession
•ot health, strength, and all his Intel.
-lectual faculties—"
"A hypothesis 18 a man ja itye
"He's a necezrary part of this one
-Suppose some retch man as I am de
.ocribing, not at all ill looking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with you,
Mies Mildred--"
"Well?"
"And offer you his hand and heart
—do you think you could team to
love him?"
They walked along a block or two
Is sileiVe.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
"Feels a little as if it were going
to snow, doesn't it, Mks McGinnis?"
Se said.
Strong Argument
Worcester, England, has refused to
egIve the government a site for • cav-
alry barracks, though one of the city
-councilmen used a strong argument
Ile urged that the presence of 1,600
solders in town would end the pre-
vailing scarcity there of female din
smeatic servants.
•
LOST PARADISE. .1 NOT ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
BY BARRY PAIN.
Kodele for Artists Are in Man
For some taae the man had seemed
to be asleep. 'le sat back in one cor-
ner of the can lege, his eyes closed, the
lower lip drteiped, his slack fingers
nursing in his lap the pipe that he!
bad relinquished. Opposite to him sat
Lis wife, a sin euken woman with tight
lips, fiat hair, and an anxious eye. AS
she watched hi ia and pursued the trai*!
of her thouge as she now and then:
shook Air head as RivithdisapprovaLT
She was naturally garrulous, but was
restraining he:self. As a girl she
had been rather pretty than not; none
could have gut ssed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
opened his eyes; he tapped the bow'.
of his pipe aga:nst his boot and be-
gan to refill it_
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
woman.
The man seemed in no hurry to an-
swer. He was staring Istamtly at the
fiat, sliding cou. ry as the local train
puffed and wad, i on its slow way to
the sea. It we: intil his pipe was
trttlIrri8-T1111 ..J-11157-411C-051(f ffeY
that he had not been asleep at all.
"Not been asleep?" she said, in a
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well, 1
If I'd known that. Vey, I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued. meditatively. "when I was first
--er—taken ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—"
"Now, George, please don't remind t
me," said the little woman, with somel
appearance of distress.
1I don't mind being reminded you
re(dn't," said the man, stolidly. "What I
want to know is when I was taken
ill was I in any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody"
"No; fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at home all the time, only the
d 'ctor said it wouldn't do. No; you
jest sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, so you sa'el. Heady yoit
were to write checks for any sum I
might mention. And the things you
w•re going to buy—well, there was no
Ii alt to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you."
"Was it?" said the man slowly.
"Well it's all over now. I'm sitting in
a third smoker, going to the seaside
on a flyer borrowed from my brother
w'io didn't want to lend it. When
that's done I go back to work at two
geld a week."
"Yes, you know what your position
is well enough now. You're as sane
as anybody, but think how awful it
wes for me then." Once launched
uron the subject of which she bad not
wished to be reminded she seemed
rather to like to dwell upon it; posit- ,
biy she would have welcomed any.
topic that gave her natural garrulity
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
to put up with," she continued. "Why
at one, time you didn't know me—you
called me Dora."
"Did ir the man asked with eisg-
ernes..
"You did indeed—and that not ones
nor 20 times; and all your talk was
liba bits of a poetry book. My sister
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
know how I should have got on withe
out her. She couldn't help hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
me if you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did not
and that it was just your light-head-
edness. Never before nor since have
I known you to be so ooniplimentary
aa you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark, and Carrie said It
made her shudder to listen to them.
Are you going to sleep again,
George?"
The man had fallen heck into his
former position. "No," he said wearily.
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shall
be there In five minutes. What do you
want to keep on about things for?"
"What?" sael the woman angrily. "I
do like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd
like to know which of us it was that
started on the subject Perhaps you'll
tall me that."
The man remained with his eyes
cloactl, silent, his face impassive.
"No, you won't tell rue because you
deren't. You know perfectly well It
was you who begun on it and against
my wishes. I know I told you that I
hated to talk about it. Notwithstand-
ing which I hegaa to answer your
questions in a civil way and get noth-
ing but abuse for my trouble. The fact
is that you're not grateful to anybody
for anything. You're not grateful to
yeur teethe. for this merry heeeleet
us. No; if you were to meet the very
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
say as much as a than% you."
For the first time the man smiled.
"All !gait," he said, 'f dare say I was
a bit unrealionable. It's true, too. if
met those doctors I shouldn't thank
them."
The train slowed Into the- station.
The man rose and lifted their shabby
luggage down from the rack. "No," he
added, spea - ing as if to himself, "I
think I should kill them."
"What's that?" the woman asked
sharply.
"Never mind. H re, cateh hold 01
that basket."—The Tater.
Fatherly Advice.
' Daughter—This I iano is really my
very own. Isn't it, papal
Pa—Yes, my dew.
"And erten I mar. y, I can take it with
we, can I?"
"Certainly, my et id. but don't tell
anyone. It migbt rpoil your chances."
--N. Y. Weekly.
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Cases Quite Plain of
Feature.
"One of the most preposterous Ideas
In existence is that regarding the pay
of models and their physical attrac-
tiveness," Mr. Robert Bringhurst says.
"In this country a majority of the
models are employed in art mehisols
or by instructors of classes in paint.
ing, drawing or modeling, and for
purposes of instruction any figure Is
good enough.
"A budding artist can learn to draw
and paint study anatomy and propor-
tion, just as well from a homely
model as from one that Is surpassing-
ly beautiful. There is no need of
the latter at all. If one presents her-
self, all well and good, but as the
schools and instructors are entirely
independent in their needs she must
be content with the same pay that
rules for all is Ws dam whist Is
generally not more than a dollar for
a three-hour posing seance. As the
work is, after all, only unskilied labor,
le is an exceptionally  go,A reete_of
at that What obteins here also ob-
tains for more then half the model
work abroad, yet the average person
always conjures up a dress of loveli-
ness when an artist's model is men-
tioned and associates the work with
remuneration of a dollar or more an
hour.
"Of course, where an artist requires
a particular kind of model, no matter
what the especial requirement may be,
the law of supply and demand steps
In and regulates pay, for one thing, in
accordance with its inexorable man-
dates. If the supply of that sort of
model is short the price runs high.
I have heard of models who received
several dollars an hour. But there are
too many satisfactory individuals will-
ing to pose for whatever they can get
to make such a condition any other
than most exceptional." .
BUCKEYE INCASED IN GOLD
New Orleans Man Values Very Highly
Ifls "Lucky" Horse
Chestnut
"I wouldn't sell that thing for $1,000
If I lost it I'd hunt for it like the
knights of King Arthur bunted the
Holy Grail. That thing exorcised a
hoodoo that hung about me for five
years. That thing stays with me till
I die."
All this, with great eenection, says
the Kansas City Star. about a little
buckeye Incased in a small gold cage
that hung on the watch fob of Herbert
Herring, a New Orleans man
"Up to September 7, 1900, I had
been the victim of bad lucii of one
sort and another," he said. "That day
I was going to Galveston. It was Fri
day. I recollect that the train was
delayed half a dozen times before It
reached the city, end I was fuming
We got there at lest and just as I
was leaving my car I saw this bye!:
eye lying on the opposite seat
picked it up and put It In my poliet
I had irtended going to the Black
hotel that night. but aft0r picking up
that buckeye I suddenly changed my
mind. A good meny guests at tie-
Black hotel perished in the flood next
night.
"later on at New Orleans I was out
fishing in a eatlrest with three other
men A squall struck us. The others,
who could swim, were drowned
can't swim a Stroke but I bad my
buckeye and I was saved. After that
had the thing fixel in thil gold case
And that's why I treasure it."
Feropo's Jewelry Center.
Pforzbeim is a city of atout 65,004
populatien ane is devoted almost ex-
clusively to the manufacture of jewel-
ry, there ben: about 600 faetoreo:
where ieweiry Is made. It is the jew-
elry center of Euraps. The vanoes
manufacturers are very energetic and
are careful to study the wants of their
customers and endenvor to please them
reenrciln^ desteem. nric-ett and terms of
male. Fr int present indications tee
shipmeut of jewelry to the Philippine*
will amount to about $100.400 for the
fiscal year. With the American manu-
facturer's advantage in distance and
machinery—as imikeh of the Worzheirn
jewelry is made by hand—it arpeele
that vs rlueld capture more of the
trade of the islenia.
—
Inftur-nce 1' Irving.
To Irving more than any other ru-n
Is due the cfangc teat has taken pliee
in London in re:ent years in the socia'
nceeticn of ectere----a change whi-h h:s
..orre a:thin my own memory, write.
E. S. Nadal, in Serihner'e. When I
flrzt e-ant to 1..^-don In 1871 t, 're
no actors in society When I earn-
in 177 there were a good many ot
areal to TX 117211- 1113-117.. r ne:e w.
growiqg up a A;.!:el'y telkiesh am coin
posed of succeseffnl artists. the new
rich people, and the professional
classes, with a sprinkling of such of
the older society as had a fancy for
act and the theater. In that isoclete





In Spain druc stores are nermitted
to sell drum; all day on Sunday, but
to deal in perfumery on that day is
unlawful. Candy cannot lawfully be
sold later than 11 o'clock in the fore
noon unless no clerks or assistants ire
employed. Proprietors may keep met
all day if they do the work themselves
Russia Then and Now.
Times have not eltanged mu ok in a
century. In 1801 it was said that Al-
exander I. rode In a procession throurre
the streets of St. Petersburg precede)
by the aiteareins o' his gr-rafather
followed by those of hts ' .a seal
Surrounded by his own.
-
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, I906.
SOUTII BOUND No. lot Nu. to3 No. 121
Leave Cincinnati  8:2o a.m 6:m p.m.  
Leave Louisville  12:01 p.M. 
...
9:40 gem. 7:30 a.m.
Leave Owensboro 6:3o p.m. o:oo &M.
Leave Horse Branch 2:38 p.m. la:o8 a.m. 11:05 LIM
Leave Central City . 3:30 p.m. T :03 sin. 12:30 phis.
Leave Nortonville 4:08 P.m-
Lirave Evansvillelaso p.1:11.
Leave Nashville  
4:40 Pm.
I :go a.m. 1 :28 p.m.
Leave PVnceton  4:55 Pae- 
9773 p.m. 181: : am,
8:3o ans.
Leave Hopkinsvilk 
3:27 a in. 2:35 p.m.
Arrive Paducah  6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 P.311-
Leave Paducah  6:ts p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4:10 PAIL
Anrive Fulton  7:20 p.m,
8:06 p m. 5:51 a.m. 
6:oo p.m.
 •.
Arrive G:bbs, Tenn. 
4:50 cm.
Arrive Rives   8:13 p.m. 6en a.m.  .0
7:15 CM
.  '1 •10 p.M. 
8 
• •
 10.35 1.111 75 am  p.m. .i,
Arrive Jackson 
Agrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
heave Memphis 






Leave Fulton  I0:15
Arrive Paducah   11 :30
Leave Paducah  I1:25
Arrive Princeton  12:39
Arr ve Hopkinvir. Ile  6:13
Arrive Nashville  9:25
Arrive Evansville  345
Arrive Nortonville  1:38
Arrive Central Oty  3.05
Arrive Horse Branch  3:06
Arrive Owensboro  *4 55
Arrive Louisville  5:35











































NO RTN BOUND No. 3o6 No. 3p4
Lame Paducah  12 40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Chrboudaie  4.25 P.m, 840 P.M
Arrive Chicago  6 30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8.30 pos.. 720 2.111.
• •  • • n• • • lb.
• • • • • ••• • ...Om
SOUTH BOUND




No 3os No, 35
7:45 a.m. 9:40 P.m.
2:50 1.111 6:30 p.m.
11 :45 a.m. 7.05 a.m.
3:35 p.ra. 11 90 a.m.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIKE.
NOWT BOUND tot-8ot I.35c835
Leave Nashville  8:io
Leave liopkinsville  it :20 a.m. 6:40 a.m
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.m. 7:45 a-m
Arrive Paducah  4:15 pm, Nes a.m
Leave Paducah  6:is p.m. ge3o
Arrive C.airo 7:S pan. L.1.• I Q 1.111_ 
Arr've St. Louis  7:30 a.m. 4'30 p.m
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 p in.
SOUTH BOUND 122-822
Leave airage  6:20 p.m.
Leave St.Loeis   9:40 P.m
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m.
7:45 a.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m












PAS Pla• • 0.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Someday. AU other trains rue
lady. Trains 1e3 and tog carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot ana ice sleepers between Loots-
vine, Memphis and New Orleans, Trains Pot and flee sleepers between
Plasfacals and St. Louis. Train lot connects at East Cairo with Chips%
Sleeper. For farther information, address,
• j. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R.. If. PRATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Kr,
P. W. HARLOW. D. P, A., Lo sisville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. t. P. A., Merunbje,
S G. IIAT1K G. P. A-, Call sole. 711112510'"
W, H. BRILL, D. P. 'A, St. lag*
"Weiallalineftelh 
HE WAS uNiQn.
STEMPEL'S WAY Olf mELLEMII
THE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert.Tansy said from
e very first, was absolutely unique.
y took all the credit for the disco-v.
, as be does for almost everything,
Is he does not boast about it so much
00
Oricourse all the men in the ogle, saw
that Stempel was entirely out of the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis-
take in an entry that wet the firm over
$100 to settle. :Stempel was calling from
Toni Pastoire order book to Dixie, the
bill clerk, and he quoted two-inch Lyons
galloon at three cents when it should
have been eight Poston makes his
3s and 8a a good deal alike anyway, but
he's too valuable a man to fire and It
seemed as if somebody would have to
go. Dixie thought it was his mistake
and was in a great flurry about it, but
Stempel, when he looked over the book,
said at once that be had called it wrong
and went and told the whole works so.
Well, the old gentleman must have been
-4is--a-a‘,4 houlol,torisrouly tuld Stem-
pel to be more careful next time. That
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was.
lie had the peculiarity of being abso-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel.
though. lie wasn't extrahgant with
the faculty of speech. One of those
cever say-noIhing-to-nobody sort of tel
lows. \Vent about his tuslness qinetly•
and soberly, never lauehed or joked
touch.
One time Dixie vas telnrg a story
about an uncle of hie who ens a great
swimmer. Pe said he swam 15 miles
up the Missirsiepi river against the
strongest kind of current sod towed u
lug raft that had drilted away from IN
moorings by a rope held in his teeth
Mete said his uncle did that l'e miles in
two hours, iiineicen minutcs red same
:w oli r:s. ehich be has fcreotten.
Ts' sy tad to (Irv!: Sterne(' into it. n'
course. lie allied Stcuipel %; hat b-
theua'it of it I guess he was trying to
make trouble. Stetepei.sheck his hem.)
and went on s idreseing caveleees.
"But what d.) you think of It?" Tansy
persisted. "Deal you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so
berly. "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. I know what the Mis-
sissippi current is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 15 miles in two
hours and 19 minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
Of course that tickled Tansy As I said,
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
He made • great pretense of being
friendly with him, and Stempel didn't
see through him at first and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Tansy came to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, al-
though we knew that Taney had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
a little sore all the same, because what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
hit us hard occasionally.
One day Tansy told me that he had
asked Stempel what he thought of me
and Stempel replied that he didn't ears
to say.
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
be had not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy, "and he said at last
that it did. He went on to way—"
I told him that if he told me what
Stempel went en to say I'd punch his
bead and that stopped him. I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought it over I
went to Stempel and told him that I had
beard he hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that?" he asked.
Hii did, and before all the crowd," I
replied. "Now It's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell yen what else I said—
what I based my opinion on?" he asked,
gently.
"No, he didn't." I said. '1 wouldn't
stand for IL"
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
he told me. It was pretty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true.
I think it did me good. Anyway, I took
It and Stempel and I are good friends
now.
But It didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel aril asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
Tansy grinned. He thought he was
going to get a few boquets.
"I'd prefer nut to say." said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "You
know wha . pel means when he sayspm
that.Tact ' . '
It Mu t tease Herbert. though. He
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'am whet y.0 think nit 144,., .44
man." he said to Stempel. "I'd like to
snow myself."
"I don't think you would," said Stem.
pd. .
"I'm not Lashful, rid felk-n; g0
ahead." said Tansy.' '
"If you insist on P. I'll tell you." h‘fd
Stempel, who wee rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say than I consider you dishon-
orable, inasmucli as you have betrayed
my confidence in you, and insincere, in-
asmuch as ybu have protereed friend-
ship for me to my face and make fun of
me to others. I don't consider you de-
cent If ire the plain truth you want,
there you have it."
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It ought
to have dine Tansy, good if it didn't."-.-
Ch I cago Mecord- Her ald.
' Tempered with Mercy.
Nicibrery Jake (leader of vigilantes)
—Geeaser Pete, yet- 'n ornery, sneakhe
boss thief 'ad don't true,* no mercy
Shatsumever; but ill' boys 'ye decided
t' give ye a cnice aterlie suicide and a
Violent death. New, /slob l' ye VOW? i 
-- -
Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
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WAS ATTACHED TO DOG.
Singular Surgical Operation That BA-
stored the Use of a
luau's Leg.
Grafting the bone from a dog's lei
onto the leg of a man, to replace somt
five inches of bone that had.been re
moved, and so saving to the man hit
leg, was the remarkable surgical teal
performed by a local surgeon. It was
the first recorded case of grafting upon
the human bone the bone of one of the
lower animals, says the San k'retacisoo
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years old,
had fallen about l'l feet to the pave-
ment, causing a compound fracture of
the right leg -near the ankle. The
fracture resisted treatment, and in the
course of time five inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was araputatios. The stir-
_ geea. determined to attempt to _gelfie
the bone from the foreleg et a dog to
in. sawed-off end of the leg bone of
the man. A small black and tan dog
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, and
the dog and man fastened rigidly to-
gether in a plaster cast. The report
110y8:
-The man suffered very little pain
or inconvenience except for two or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, so that A
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet. The dog anti the man became
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones had knit-
ted firmly arid the dog 1111.11 removed by
sawing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
dog's leg had grown and developed al-
most to the size of the original bone IR
the man's leg. The man walks with
a cane, but can get aloag without it if
necessary.
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL.
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She (lets Matinee
Money.
"What's a fellow going to do About
it, anyway" exclaimed a Boston shoe
clerk the other day, We the Shoe Re'
toiler. "It beats me. Here °owes in
Miss College Maid, and she is as fas-
dnatIng as she can be. She picks out
a five-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly
lovely,' and 'woq,:t. we charge them up
to pa?' which we certainly will do,
because 'pa' has notified us that his
credit is '0. K.' and is at his daugh-
ter's disposal.
"But next day in comes Miss College
Maid with her shoes in • box under
Ler arm. She would 'really like to kyok
at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
buys them. 'And won't we give her
the change back,' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from
their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such a
proposition we'd call the police, but
we're apt to bow to the Miss College
Maid with the smile, and hand over
the $1.50 to her, as if she had asked
for only • pair of extra shoe strings.
Then while MIRA College Maid trots off
to the matinee to spend our $1.50 we
Tuzzle our heads as to whether we
have been buncoed or whether we have
butecoed 'dad,' although, to be sure,
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a victim
to the wiles of Miss College Maid he
iron learns that she needs a new pair
of shoes about every time a matinee
Idol comes along."
Volcano Creates Earthquake.
A remarkable example of the close
connection of volcanoes and earth-
quakes was observed by the early Span-
ish settlers in San Salvador. When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopanghrose
above a certain level earthquake shock's
always followed. So they cut a channel
to allow the escape of the water and to
prevent its rising in the crater. And for
100 years there was no earthquake in
that district. Then the precaution was
neglected, the water rose in the crater
and present:y a vialent earthquake
shook the country. At the same time
the lake was blown out by a olcanic
eruption.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 890 factories wherein pro-
fessional chemists are employed. Two
--of.--theen-ompiny r Est10 Issr4e 9;41.0 
the others range from 30 up. In the 840
are included gas works, paper works,
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not included.
Many of them are stock companies. Of
these 75 produce pharmaceutical prod-
ucts, 116 illuminating oils, 40 matches.
60 indigo, four other colors, four gas and
six incense. Japan's chemical indus-
try employs 38,591 workmen. In the
match factories there are five women
operatives to each man. Some factories
run 12 hours, hot most of them only
ten. Men's erstees average 14 cents and
women's ten cents a day.
AN EXPERIMENT 1!
IN TELEPATHY.
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but k's $20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an upper
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of it
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend." - - -
The speaker took a, deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend just for
the sake of old times. Cosey little
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet,
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
wjEsiter to Ike__Ueeaters.
" 'That reminds me,' he said sudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right hers
in this town that's got every vaude.
vine artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies. He does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
iliiterate. Fact is, he's a sort of
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
it. But you don't believe it? Wait
till I show you.'
"He hustled around
a pack of cards.
-Now. I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you like
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll eel
you $20 even that he can tell you the
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take money from
an insate Kt= like that, but I've al-
ways heard that they're apt to get via-
lent if you don't let them have theli
own way. So dug out a twenty and
-picked the king of elubs.
'"You're on,' I told him soothingly
"'I think thathis number is 30t
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yes, here It is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Call him up your-
self so's there woe't be any queetkie
about it.'
"I went to the 'phone and got 306
Blank.
-Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
-yes, this is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was it?'
"There, was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well, it's the king or clubs.'
"Wouldn't that Jar you?"
The speaker took another long puff
en his cigar aa if to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
-There certeinly is something is
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," commented the man on his
right.
"Yea, there's $20 of mine in it, but I
can understand it, all right enough."
contirued the man behind the cig.ar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in agali
moon and he'd try to have Mr. Adam(
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about It on the
street • few minutes later when 'rite
should I run into but Srider McBride
"Well, I told Sp:der where I'd beer
and all about Heller's wohderfu
neptiew.
" 'Yon don't say so!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that semi
cuss Ain't he a wonder, though? Jan
kins. his name is.'
" 'No, Adams,' says I.
-What? Hailer's neph•w! Jen
Mai, I tell you. Aid La tee.pea...
number's 306 Blank. I don't drol
twenty so often but what I can re
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well, I know his name'
Adams, but what's the use In flehttut
about it? Let's go in here anl get t
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of a
joint, and we had two or three drinks
'then Spicier recollected that he want
ed to telephone to • man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd joist
for him as government assayer.
"Spider wtnt to the 'phone, but Just
as he was about to take the reed vet
off the hook the bell rang. Spiel'st
took the message.
" 'What?' he exclaimed through thi
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
number. 'Hanged if it isn't! Yes, thA
is 306 B:ank. What do you want?'
' 'Say,' he called over to the barter
der, 'some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.'
" 'I think Mr. Jones Is the two of
diamonds,' he called back to Spider.
theltst-trufferr thy pliuu.
book.' _
"I'd gone over to see what the game
"Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from leader the 'phone boot
and glanced at it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phone.
"That list had the 52 cards of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearts.
"SpIder wee still telking through UP.
'phew
• Sines the law of von there has been
no limit of height for a French soldier; tag. ''t ' •
dwarf or giant, all must serve. lieforle the rout • ear
that time the limit was only five feet one .1n•tee. ' 1,• •
inch. Yet the average height was not, :eotecier. ,
yet run down to that of' Napoleon'e
"grand. semee" in its last years and not
long ago It was above that of the Ger-
man army measured as a whole.
Never Twice Alike.
"Think it over again, Natiette; before
you refuse me."
"Why should I consider ',tee/ proposal
twice?"
"Oh, because you women never think
Height in French Army.
until he found





day. And i'va got li.tAld here wita
me that is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun. (!lood-by.'
"And he hung up the receiver.
"'Well, anyway,' said Spider, as.we
paid our checks, 'we just made $20 for
I some poor sucker that didn't deserve
'It. I geces be hasn't got quite as good
an opinion of rieller's nephew as we
had.' "-N. Y. :Nu.
WAYS OF CHARITY.
The millionaire stood at the foot or
the throne.
"How are you?" said the poor man. /
"Pretty well, I thank you," the mi
lionaire replied, in a low voice.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes-I thank you."
"Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire g
raising his head. "Oh, no, I hare not
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind the
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor?"
asked the poor man.
"Yee, yes," said the millionaire, ea-
gerly. "I subscribed $5,000 to--"
"Did you miss it?" asked the poor
man.
"If you wouldn't mind asking one of
my secretaries," the millionaire went on,
Ignoring the hurt question. "Any of
them would tell you-"
--"Did-yott ever glee- wpm- aarthina
yourself, with your own hand, with your
heart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiously.
He looked about him for a chance to es-
cape.
"I did once," he said, in a law, hurried
whisper.
"How much?"
"A penny," said the millionaire,
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from the
huge company behind the throne and
deposited a penny on the table by the
throne.
"I'll make it $20,000 said the million-
aire. hurriedly.
"Sit down„" the poor man said,
sternly. -By that penny are you saved."
The millionaire sat down and a lady
took his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to • poor
beggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your charity?"
asked the poor man.
"I have given away a great deal con-
sidering," she replied, briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"Oh, considering what other people
do," she said.
"With your whole heart did you giVe
it, for pity, for real love's sake?"
"I'm not a sentimentalist," she said,
hotly.
"Did you ever refuse to give to any-
one!"
"Never," she said, in a loud voice,
"never."
"Never once? Think of 20 years ago?"
There was a question In his voice.
.The lady turned red an I tried to hide




"A poor woman came up to me as I
was getting into my carriage. I was
only a girl"-her voice died In a whisper
-"she looked as if she were dying, and
she said she was hungry. I told her to
go away: hated the sight of her."
"Did you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her heti% ,
"She had a baby?"
A light came in to the lady's eyes
which turned them from their hardness
into soft orbs of wonder.
"Yee, she had a baby; I gave it a
at, von"
A woman came out from the great as
sembly and put a rose upon the table
by the throne.
"You may sit down," said the pool
man
Now there came a man of about 40 te
stand before the throne. He was very ,
exquisitely dressed and his mustache
was dyed black.
"You have done a lot of charity, have
you not?" askd the poor man.
"Oh, nothing really, you know; noth-
ing much," he replied.
"Bazars, theatricals, dances?"
"Well, yes, I have done what I could
don't you know."
"Have a good time yourself?"
"Oh, yes, thanks," said the man. He
felt he was getting on well.
"Did you get into society that say?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes, perhaps I did."
Thave you ever given anything in
charity and love?"
The man stood silent for some time
and pondered. Before that vast assent-
Wage his cocksureness was giving way;
he began to look shabby.
"Once," he began. "but that was
nothing-I was walking home-but it
won't count-I had no money with me
and a man asked for something; he was
eold and tattered; I gave him the cigar-
ettes out of my case because I was sorry
for him."
Out of the crowd came a poor man to
lay ot little handful of cigarettes upon
the *ble.
'enti man orTre- wotid-10-6751-ikti
him and .the sweat stood on his fore
head; he seemed ashamed of his action.
"You may, sit down," said the pact
man, and at the sound of his voice the
Man looked up 4nd Merritt his gift on the
table he looked ‘with unutterable reliei
at the poor man- en sat down.
An old man now me up before the
throne.
"I ain't done aotbin's I can think of,"
he said, in a falteriqg • ice; "I ain't 'ad
no means nor position nor no nothIn'
. F
to give away."
From out the crowd behind the throne
there came 20 or 30 med and women,
each bearing in their hdids a cup of
cold water.
Then the millionaire woke nrom his
dream and shivered with cold. His fire
was out, his room was dark, he
could see in the dim light a ghost!y pro-
cession of starving, cold figures who
passed by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to his
desk. He unlocked a drawer and dreie
out a roll of bank notes. With them In
his hand he passed quickly downstaiès




By ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
( Copyright, i9o5, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
In the electric light I saw that it
was not McGowan, though he -was fit-
ting a key into McGowan's front door.
Than I remembered that all .the Mc-
Gowans were away for the summer.
I stealthily approached. I leaped
upon his shoulders.
"No resistance-you're my prisoner!"
"That's so," he grunted. "I'm it."
We marched toward the jail. I had
been in office but a week, and was
proud of my first capture. He seemed
inclined to be sociable.
"Pleasant weather we're having
auw."
I agreed that it was warm for May.
"Great thing, these electric lights."
I assented to this, too, adding that
they were a protection to honest peo-
ple.
"Yes," he nodded, "the profession
hasn't much show these days."
We were at the jail presently. I
halted in the lighted corridor, and,
pushing open a 'door, stood aside for
him to enter.
"This is your room. Hope you'll
find it comfortable."
He looked about approvingly.
"H m-south ern exposure-head to
the north-very nice, thank you." I
"Glad you like it. Anything I can
do further?"
"I rise early-suppose you have me
called for my bath at seven."
I was going through his well-made
clothes. He was unarmed. His pock-
ets contained a little-a very little-
change, and a small bunch of anti-
quated keys.
"Couldn't do much with those
thingt," I commented.
"It is rather a poor outfit," he
agreed. "Lucky I struck these fret
lodgings. I suppose I'm good here tih
coati. sits."
"Yes-second week in September."
"Just fits in with my plans. I think
I'll like it here first rate. Good eight."
I went away, grinning at his assur-
ance. There was something free and
western about it that appea'ed to me
I rose early, to have a look at him
by daylight. I listened a moment at
his cell, then called through the little
grated window.
"Seven o'clock!" I said. "You want-
ed an early call!"
The cell was empty.
I began to have an uncanny feeling,
and wasted no time in getting out into
the morning sunshine. As I opened
the door at the end of the corridor
saw that somebody was sitting on the
step. He turned just then, and I rec-
ognized hlm. It was my guest of the
tight before.
"Good rimming!" he greeted. "It
a as pleasant outside, so I didn't wait
for my call. I have been enjoying the
su Arise."
I only stared at him.
"By the way, your locks are rather
poor," he added. "You forgot to leave
me a key last night, but it made no
difference."
I pulled myself together.
"Perhaps you'd better CC-.14, in now,"
I suggested, "and let me go over you
again for those skeleton keys. I ap-
preciate the fact that you didn't run ,
away, and I 'want to treat you well,
but business is business. I'm the new I
man here, ad the public eye is upon
me."
He returned to his cell quite willing- I
ly. There was literally nothing on his
person that I could discover, I looked
at him helplessly. He smiled-a pleas.
ant, reassuring smile.
"Don't worry," he consoled; "I'm
not likely to leave. I migbt go farther
and fare worse."
He followed quite submissively to a
cell across the way, where there'was a
lock of an altogether different pattern.
"I'll bring your breakfast down my-
self," I said. "Don't go, please, before
I come," and went out, carefully lock-
ing the door.
Soon after I went to the window and
looked down on the wide jail yard, in
one corner of which was a vegetable
garden. A man was weeding one of
the.beds. Then I stood stock Rill and
stared. The man in the garden was
my guest.
That was my weird summer.
I set myself now to solve this mys-
tery-the secret of his,power. When
I locked him In his cell he showed no
desire to leave it so long as I was near.
Absent for a. moment, I "ouId be Ilk.-
le to hear the lawn mower, and would
look out to find him cutting grass.
I tried friendship. I had Installed ,
him as a harmless eceettrle. helping!
eft for his beard. mow pro ceded tol
make his stay pleasant. Be ks, plc.
Lures, a carpet and some furniture'
were placed in his quarters, and I in-
vited him to my private table. His,
conversation was usually cultured andl
interesting, but gave me no clew as to
his secret.
It was during the first week of Sep.
tember that the cashier of our local
bank fell dead one morning, just be-
fore opening time. Then it was found
that nobody else knew the combination
of the safe-nobody but the president,
who was somewhere in London or
ParitschS  a matter is of importance in
country town. I hurried over and saw
the vice president in his private office.
I did not go into details. I merely told
him that I had a fellow helping around
the jail who seemed to know a good
deal about locks. I added that of
course I could not say as to his expe-
rience with combinations, but that he
seemed to have ft faculty for openln
such locks as I hal been able to off
him. Perhaps he could work
"Forbidding it r
"You had the mummer
"What message?"
"The telegram I sent this morning."
"Where did you send it?"
"To the hotel address on the letter."
"I am sorry. That letter was written
In the afternoon. I have not been to
the hotel since-"
The woman groaned.
She looked pleadingly at Greatrex.
"If you have any kindness left for
me," she said, "leave ray husband
Lo not let es eehouse this moment.
Lay. Co at once."
"Withcut a kind
Helen?"
"I am deeply sorry. Mr.
that I should ever iia“3 ceustel yuu .
moment's uchapeinre. I ea.:saj u.
more. The past is the past. I was no
a wife then. Now, I have no right tt
be more than polite to you. Your righ.
Is limited in the same way toward:
me."
"Ah, Helen, my right is not so easlly
defined. By rignt_you are iniae. M
reeling for you has never, lost its pow
er. I think of you night and day."
"You were, not alwe. s so ready te
show It. Your treatment of me was
not all that could be deeired. But that
Is the past. I ask you to be silent On
that and leave me. Can't you see how
your being here terrifies me?"
"I did not know Low I valued you
till I lost you. Now I 1,-..1ow-"
The street door was thrown open
She dreaded to think that this might
be her hustiand. If so, then her pun-
ishment was complete.
A sound of. pain came up from tier
hail.
ellelen, Helen!" called the voice of
her huseand, in uumistakable agile&
(ion.
Helen covered her face with hes
hands.
"1 hey will kill one aeother!!" elet
cried.
Mr. Greatrex stood motionlese. The
terror of to woman took away fcr a
momeut his erestnce ei mind.
"Helen, Helen!" called her husband
again.
She wondered why ne eelayed com
lug up.
A groan came from the hall.
Helen recovered hereeif a little. She
looked up.
"Stay here," she whispere-!, trem
blingly.
She ran softly to the landing and
saw her husband at the foot of the
stairs, moving strangely about the
hall like a man in th a dark, although
the had lamp had aeen lighted. He
seemed to be trying unsuccessfully to
take off his coat with one hand.
"Helen, is that you?" asked Regi-
nald.
"Yes," ,he replied, trying to suppress
her agitation.
Now she perceived that something
had happened to him. He held 'his
hand tightly over his left eye.
"Has anything happened?" asked hip
wife. delaying him et the foot of the
staircase, while she elewly took off his
coat.
"The beastly horse went down on a
hill jest as I was driving to Jenks it
Co.'s ',laze this afternoon in Hallwele
The hanstea went all to smash. The
front window sash broke and I wits
word from yote
Greatree
thrown on to it I think It's ruined
my left eye. The doctor dressed it
and put • cap on it."
Helen's sorrow was as great as her
husband's pain. But in a moment the
feminine quickness of thought caught Office hours 8to so 
at a means of salvation for her p. m. and 7 to p. ns.
and her husband's happiness (what. 
ever might be the effect upon his lef(,
eye).
"The gas light is terriole," she cried
"If the e:gbt of one eye is injured, it
will endanger the sight of the other if
left exposed to gas light. Let me bind
It."
Without waiting for permission, she
swiftly dres, out her handkerchief. In
another instant she had bandaged his
right eye, and he was completely blind
"Now, dear," she said, taking his
arm, "let me lead you up to our room."
"What • kind little woman you are,
dear," said Reginald.
He stumbled upstairs beside her
Without hesitating she led him into
the room where Greatrex stood in won-
derment
As she passed over the thresitold.
Helen made a sign indicating that he
must leave at once.
Greatrex went slowly down the
staircase and out of the house, which
be should never again enter.
The wife stood with her hand upon
her heart, at the door of the room,
watching the man till the hall door
closed behind him. Then she burst
Into tears, and returning to the sofa
knelt at her husband's feet.
-REAL LIE7L
It was back in old MIsaoury
In a peaceful farming vale,
And the folks were plunged In trouble-
Hushed the music of th eflail.
There a Ctilain held a mortgage •
On the dear old farmhouse roc• •
Much he loved the widow's daugl..or
And betrayed the cloven hoof.
But, alas' there was no hero
To arrive with many grace,
And with ringing cries of "Dastarage
Fling the geld into his face.
Yet the villain pa'ed and faltered,
While be muttered: "Foiled arninr
For his ear had caught the cackle
Of the mortgage lifting hen.




Patrice-Indeed, she is! Why, I nev
er knew a woman who could talk with




Whate'er may be said of a sweet/Nail,
"Too giddy," "too old" or "tee neat,"
There's one point admits of DO quesuott
She can't be "too good t• be true."
-Philadelphia Press,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildina
















Room No. 5, Paducah._
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bar&
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,.
114 i(raternity Building.
New 'Phone Ile. Old 'Phone 484





Practice in all the court; of ifs*,
state. Both phones 31
Rooms I. 2 and 3 Wnaier Build).-
ing, 523 Ise Broadwey.
11.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TEL EPHONI:S:
Residence 2g6 Office ssw
DR. R. C. LFAIINE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPIIONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. R177111-
a.
120 NORTH FIFTH SfiZE
Both Phones 3i sm., to a
Ora Childress
EYE, EAR, NO= LI ND
THROAT. f






Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Moycs I.
Telephone 377,
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3.b
PATMCAll, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, biplOrnall, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calandrs
Framed right up to .e.e














f‘NLY Sash and LANT . 
•\ Owning their own Saw and
V - Door House in PADUCAH, KY:k, ....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOORING Department we 'are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, a
nd BEECH
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried) We are making especially low prices on house bills.





WE- ARE MENTLONTNO  
Phenol, Sulphur Candles,
Chloride of Lime, Rat
•D • LET US FIGURE WITH YOU 
by Miss Roza
: tt-s-tititi-i-ttist++++ ,NIclarky have returned from Fancy 
eh Farm, accompanied 
PERSONAS- -NOTES. Willett. .
els + Mrs. Algernon Grief and daug
hter
1.•se gone to the county to spend the
summer with the former's mother,
• Mrs. T. M. Rucker.
Mr. Jack Ivey and wife have ar-
on business.and Roach Paste 
Mr. Lee Tick &las gone to St. Louis
Florida 
is r,ved from Texas to reside here.
Fly Paper, sticky and r. Philip Jlohnson of
in is
poison, Platt's Chlorides 
the city v ting. visiting his sister, Mrs. Charles C.




Foul odors, decaying matter, all
'lleinds of vermin which cause sickness
-end discomfort can be destroyed by
.asing these preperationg.
Always on hand at





FOR RENT—A desirable resi-
•dence corner Ninth and 'Monroe So,
All modern conveniences, good
stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan.
WAYTE.D.--A tenant for a bus'-
:suss house cop. Fifteenth and Ten-
nessee streets. Good Grocery stand.
Will give party a lease for a number
of years, and will build house to suit,
.either one or two story. Apply or
write co Jake Biederman Gro. & B.
Co. Paducah, Ky.
WANTED—Bilious people to taks
Soules' Liver Capsules 25c. R. W.
"WALKER & CO., Fifth and Broad-
way. -
FOR RENT—Eight-room rest-
1-drnce in West End. All modern
'conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
FOR SALE—Fixtures of small
tarroocm, also small cash register.
Apply Paducah Distilleries
.con.try of 103 South Second street.
WANTED—An experienced book-
keeper, none other need apply. Jake
Biederman Grocery & Bak ng Ce.
Bide Wanted.
Sealed bids will' be received for
.constructiou of a br ck church in
•S ithland, Ky., until • Attyust 
1st,
Plane by architect shown on







At Crea; '.;prings, ills., will mike
a rate of $to per week for the _bal-
ance of the season; The I. ."e-Tifil-
*rad will give reduceil rates. The
.48nest mud baths ill tlIeklabds at The
'Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
and shower bas.
MRS HARKNESek Proprietress.
S300-20 Per Cent, Investment.
Mechanicsburg 3 room house so
• 'Tot lot. Pays $6o year rent. Near big
Cash.
W3IITTEIIMORE REAL ESTATE
'AGENCY, Fraternity Building Both
'phones Au,
. Pony For Sale. 
- -.-
I have a nice-pony for sale cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
Velvet
Chalk
A splendid face pow-
der that will not In-
jure the most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
Capt. J. E. W lliainson has gone to
Mr. F. M. Bush of St. Louis is
Grassham
Sturgis for a week or two.
Superintendent Jack ilynn of the 
Misses Mary Shessington and
amer. division for the I. C., has returned
Mrs. H. Bartley of Morganfield, to Isiemphis after spending a day
Ky., is visiting her sister, 'Mrs. Rob-'with his father-in-law, Capt. Richard
inson of South Ninth street.
Miss Maxie Whitnell of Martin, 
J. Barber.
Mr. Julius Harris returned last
Tenn., is visiting Miss Mabel Calissi evening from a drumming trip
. ot Tenth and Madison streets. through Missouri and Arkansas.
I Miss Reta Cohn of Cairo is visit Mrs. Dr. Amoss of Cobbs, Ky., ising Mrs. Sol Dreyfuss of North visiting Mks. Oscar Starks of Fifth
Eighth street .
Captain John R. Puryeat is to ;
and Washington.
11fr. E. C. Edgar, the electrical
spend several days at Dawson, where 'supply man of Cincinnati, is in the
he went yesterday. !city to bid on the new machinery to
I Miss Claire St. John has returned bc installed at the city lighting
from a month's visit in Louisville. I plant.
Mrs. Charles Clark and children of
Mechanicsburg left yesterday for
New Albany, Ind., to spend the sum-
mer. Mr. Clark goes up with them,
hut returns in a few days to
his superintendency cia the
factory.
Mrs. Pat Jeinhan of user Mayfield,
has returned home after visiting her
daughter. Mrs. Will Cochran of Clark
street. The former was accompanied
by Miss Laura Oberhauser.
Miss Murrell Carr and 41r. John
Carr of Murray are visiting Miss
Gertrude Havenden .
Miss Lena Hedges goes to Louis-
ville today to visit her sister, Mrs.
Clarence Wright.
Mss Robbie Loving has
Denver for a visitt.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Fineschrieber of
Davenport, Iowa, and Mrs. Herman
Wallerst:in of this city, went to
New York Wednesday to visit tips
latter's daughter, Mrs. David Levy.
Mrs. Frank P. Mill has gone to
Wickliffe to visit her parents, Attor-
ney She:botsrne and wife .
Miss Lucille Graves went to Birds-
vine, Ky., yesterday for a visit.
Mr. Eugene Robinson aid bride re
turned yesterday from LaCrosse,
Was., where they have been on their
at The
iR.:W. ifILKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
"aruggists Fifth and Wway.
Both Phones r73.
Mary Kerr of Dyersburg, Tenn., will
Memphis division of the I. C. rail- arrive today to visit Mrs. George
road was in the city yesterday visit- Flournoy.
ing his father-in-law, Captain R. J. I Supt. Jack Flynn of the Memphis
wedding trip. They are
Palmer.
General Baggagemaster Wm. A.
Flowers of the Union depot, has re-
turned from visiting in Washington,
D. C., for two weeks, accompanied
by his family.
Misses Blanche Hills and Lillie
Mae Winstead left yesterday for
Jackson, Tenn., to attend the funeral
services over the remains of Mr. A.
K. Yobe, the father of Miss Laura
johe, who has often visited here
where she is very popular.
Mr. 'Floyd Harris, and niece, Miss
Mary Anna Young have gone to
Mammoth Cave, Niagara Falls and
other places.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Pickett of
Chattsmouth, Neb., will arrive today
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bos-
well of Arcadia.
Mr. Jesse Wathen al Henderson,
has return:A home after visiting Mr.
Robert Wathen of West Broadway.
Mrs. J. B. Allen and daughter have
returned from visiting in Louisville.
Mrs. Young Taylor of Ohio street
will return tomorrow from visiting
her brother, )44, Wet. Sit. ;ohs of
Golconda, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J. Dicke and
Vrs. Dr. Weldon have returned from
making the round trip up the Ten-
ressee river aboard the steamer Ken
tuelcy.
Mrs. Elliott Mitchell and daughter
nf St. Louis, are visiting Miss Zulla
Cobb.
Misses Anna and Edna Eades
lo Greenville,i/Ky., next Monday
visit.
Mr. John Fisher and
Miss Elizabeth Fisher,
Dixon Springs yesterday.
Miss Daisy Lily Weller has
to Tennessee for a visit.
Miss Katherine Cobb of Evansville,
Ind., is visiting Ass Zula Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Dawson have
returned from Dawson.



















Mr. J. E. Mann of New Orleans i;
at The Palmer.
Supt. E. H. Egan arrived last even-










Mt. Carmel, 1.4; stationary.
Nashville, 7.9; failing.
Pittsburg. 5.7; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 2.2; falling.
St. Lou's. 15.9; falling
Mt. Vernoty 5.3; falling.
Paducah, 6.o; falling.
The John S. Hpkins comet in from
Tvansville today and gets out int-
mediate:y on her return that way.
The Reuben Dunbar is due in
tonarrove from the Cumberland
river.
This morning at 8 o'clock
Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo
comes back tonight about it.
The Peters Lee goes down today
en route from Cincinnati to Mem-
phis, Tenn.
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river yesterday, anti
ws to St. Louis today. She leaves
there next Monday afternoon on her
return this way.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow.
The towboat Wash Honshell has
returned to near Rose Claire, where
she lost her 35,000 tie tow, which was
recovered.
The Lyda has arrived from near
Golconda with the boilers and fur-
nace of the Guiding Star which sank
near that city last fall. The outfit
will be repaired and put on the Gate
City.
The Cumberland river is steadily
falling and the probabilities are the
Dunbar will have to quit that trade
shortly, and remain out until a rise
comes. If the Ohio gets low enough
to run the Hopkins and Fowler out
of the Evansville trade, their place;
will be taken by the Dunbar and
Henry Harley, the low water boats
that relieves these two larger ones




—Mr. Louis M. Reike is confined
with a serious attack of stomach
trouble at this borne on Seventh and
Jefferson streets.
—Next Sunday a colored excursion
comes through here over the I. C.
bound from Wickliffe to Evansville.
while on the aoth one conies through
from Cairo to Louisville.
—.R. C. Cory, car oilr in the I .C.
yards, has a sprained ankle and a
badly bruised kg, caused by being
jerked from a car and thrown to the
ground.
—Paul Malone was carrying a lactic
of molter/ metal yesterday at the
News-Democrat office, wh•en she ladle
brokle. and let she lout& metal run in-
to his shoes, painfully burning Psis
feet.
--A string of freight cars got loose
from the /engine in the I. C. yards
yesterday and crashed into a station-
ary car being worked upon by Phil
Quinn. Joe Vogt, Quincy Wallace and
C. F. Alcrrs, all of whom had a nar-
row escape from probable death.
—Laborers yesterday morning re-
sumed the work of tearing away the
the remainder of the old Tennessee
rivtr bridge that was abandoned when
the new one was finished, by the I
C., up The Louisville division. It will
take moaelis ta tear down the balance
of the old ow.
Marshal, colored, was ar-
rested yesterday by Officers Hessiar.
and Hill on the charge of fighting
Levi Trice, colored, some month,
ago.
Ohio Street House.
North West Corner Twelfth-3
room Stable 0 feet lot to alley.
;tiro°. $700 cash, balance easy.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835.
When needing first class table
service at parties or dinnies, 'phone
2332, Dick Logan.
Trimble Street Lots.
We offer a general bargain in the
way of two 40x150 feet tots to an
siley on the north side betweer
Ninth and Tenth streets. Both
lots $1.too, part cash. $' roso all cash
This is the best lot bargain offered






Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




The Register, To cents per week.
















Steam and Ilol Water Heating





Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




OFFICE PHONE 484-5 RESIDENCE PHONE 3s3
'WA We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
Hares Power Motor.
55.4 Horse Power Motor.
8 Hone Power Motor.
z to Horse Power Motor.
1 100 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.





Officao 306( Broadway Phones:Office 38.5—Ilas14says 414
S. P. POOL, L. O. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS





IT IS the BEST _4
vator 5Bot Telephonfes254.
Kentucky Coal Co.
twort rtaommotorrnmaPrila
